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(Please use this format as it is in the interests of fast processing and consolidation of all comments) 
	Comment No.
	Source (Organisation / Member State country code)	Details of the Section & sub-section the comment relates to and the text being referred to.	Section/sub section Number	Page number	First relevant line number	Comment made	Accepted Y/N	ECHA response to comment
	1	ECETOC	General	General	1	1	general remark: We appreciate the systematic referring to GD317 and GD318.
	N/A
	26	NL	General	General	1	1	Suggest consistency in referencing to other sections of the Guidance or this Appendix. Sometimes only numbers are used, where elsewhere both number and title, or only the title of a section are mentioned. When whole titles are preferred, readability is improved by clearly indicating this, e.g. by using quotes of specific formatting (e.g. italic or bold text).
As an example: on page 15, lines 40-42, it is difficult to distinguish the section title from the rest of the sentence.
	N/A
	27	NL	General	General	1	1	The text will benefit from a critical editorial check, preferably by a native English speaker. In particular the section on granulometry and dustiness will benefit from a critical check of the spelling. Some suggestions are provided in the detailed comments below.
	N/A
	266	Croplife Europe	Preamble Note	Note	2	5	Should "IR&CSA" be spelled out for clarity?
	yes	applied
	267	Croplife Europe	Preface	Preface	6	4	Should "IR&CSA" be spelled out for clarity to refer to the Guidance on information requirements and chemical safety assessment?
	yes	applied
	105	DE	Preface	Preface	6	28	The parent guidance is stated twice. I assume this was done by mistake?
	yes	indeed thanks.corrected
	341	NO	Preface	Preface	6	28	Cannot tell if there is duplication of the term 'parent guidance' or if the sentence itself is not well formulated
	yes	sentence was modified to clarify the meaning
	342	NO	Table of Contents	Table of Contents	7	17	Typo correction: Please remove the "." before the Models
	yes	done
	20	EFSA	Glossary	Glossary	8	2	The definition of accumulation refers exclusively to tissue/organ, but the same term is used later for environmental compartments (page 41 and 42). For consistency it could be updated. Other option is to indicate that this definition refers to toxicological and ecotoxicological applications.	yes	modified
	343	NO	Glossary 	Glossary 	8	2	Accumulation does not necessarily only relate to a process in biologocal compartments. NPs can for example also accumulate in soil and sediment. See also how the term is used in the description on NanoFATE on page 41, and NanoFASE on page 42. Suggest to rewrite to reflect this: "Accumulation: The gradual build-up over time of particles in a defined matrix."
	yes	modified thank you
	106	DE	Glossary 	Glossary 	8	6	Please reconsider the definition. OECD GD 318 defines agglomeration as: – Process of contact and adhesion whereby dispersed particles are held together by weak physical interactions ultimately leading to enhanced sedimentation by the formation of particles (agglomerates) of larger than colloidal size. In contrast to aggregation where particles held by strong bonds like sinter bridges, agglomeration is a reversible process. 
	partially	Modified to incorporate the GD defintion too
	305	CEFIC	Glossary	Glossary	8	16	Proposed inclusion to clarify concept: "Aggregate: A particle comprising of strongly bound or fused primary structures particles
	yes	thank you added in addition comment on agglomeration was also partiailly included here.
	344	NO	Glossary 	Glossary 	8	24	This describes how bioavailability is measured, not the concept. The description for ecotox is sufficiently broad to cover both cases and only one entry should be needed. Suggest rewrite: "Bioavailability : The amount of a substance accessible to an organism for uptake or adsorption across its cellular membrane. In toxicology this is measured as the proportion of a substance in the systemic circulation compared with the total amount of substance that has been ingested or inhaled (modified from [9])." 
	yes	implemented indeed good to have integrated approach
	306	CEFIC	Glossary	Glossary	8	42	Further explanations are required for the difference between biodegradation and biotransformation.
	no	The purpose of the glossary is to provide with definitions and explanations that are applicable for NF assessment and testing under this Appendix and others. biodegradation will not be further redefined under this appendix. a short deifnition was reintriduced due to the use under toxicolgocial sections and OECD GD on biodurability only.
	107	DE	Glossary 	Glossary 	8	45	Usualy in the context of ecotoxicity/bioaccumulation the term "excretion" is used.
	yes	added
	268	Croplife Europe	Glossary	Glossary	8	48	The phrase "In pulmonary toxicology, the volume or mass of lung cleared" could suggest that lung tissue is cleared, when it should state more clearly that the foreign material is cleared from the lung.  
	no	 this draft is updated for the Physico-chemical and environmental sections and not on the toxicological related ones for which previous consultations and commenting rounds were held before its publication in October 2021.
	345	NO	Glossary	Glossary	9	1	Dissulotion half-life/half time is not mentioned in the rest of the guidance. Suggest to delete it from the glossary. If decided to include it, the sentence would also benefit from a better explanation and should be moved to below the paragraph on Dissolution (line 4), which logically should be explained before. 
	yes	Moved under dissolution definition and complemented  with comments 20 and 21
	108	DE	Glossary 	Glossary 	9	1	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 1-2]
Please reconsider the definition. For dissoluion half-life/ half -time one would expect an increas of the concentration of free ions or molecules.
	partially	see above
	3	ECETOC	Glossary	Glossary	9	4	dissolution occurs for all NM, and the assessment of the measured dissolution rate may result in the categorisation of the tested material as "soluble nanomaterial". Revise to "…is the process by which a NM in an acqeous medium or biological environment is releasing its constituent ions or molecules."
	partially	see above
	349	NO	Glossary	Glossary	9	4	This definition should also make it clear that non-bulk components of a nanomaterial (impurities, left over catalyst etc) can also dissolve out from the bulk material.
	no	 it is not the purpose to talk about impurities under a general definition for nanomaterial. Nevertheless references to substance identification and impurities constituents  were emphasized under sample preparation section. 
	109	DE	Glossary 	Glossary 	9	8	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 8-9]
Please reconsider the definition. OECD GD 318 defines dissolution rate as: The amount of substance dissolved (solute) into a solvent over time
	partially	see modification implemented. Definition is to be applied to REACH context.
	307	CEFIC	Glossary	Glossary	9	15	Since we are in the glossary, SPM could be in full in order to avoid jumping from reference to reference in this section : Suggestion SPM to be modified to Suspended particulate matter.
	yes	done
	346	NO	Glossary	Glossary	9	15	SPM is mention in abbrevation in line 15. Written out in line 21 and explained in the glossary line 40. Suggest to either write Suspended particulate matter (SPM) in line 15 and just SPM in line 21 or just SPM both in line 15 and 21 since it is explained in line 40 
	yes	in line with comment above the term was fully written
	347	NO	Glossary	Glossary	9	15	Propose that (for improved readability) the abbreviation SPM be provided in full.
	yes	see above comments
	350	NO	Glossary	Glossary	9	15	Suggest the following: Agglomeration of one specific type of nanomaterial with any other form of particle, including other nanomaterials and non-nanomaterials, that differ in compostion or size
	partially	It was aligned in line with the comment from DECA ( following comment)
	110	DE	Glossary 	Glossary 	9	15	Please reconsider the definition. OECD GD 318 defines heteroagglomeration as: Agglomeration of particles (here nanomaterials) with other particles (synthetic or natural)
	yes	The definition was aligned with the following ones on agglomeration.
	2	ECETOC	Glossary	Glossary	9	17	subscript for "hetero" ?
	yes	corrected 
	111	DE	Glossary 	Glossary 	9	17	put "hetero" in subscript
	yes	corrected 
	348	NO	Glossary	Glossary	9	19	Propose that the term homoagglomeration be revised because homoagglomeration is a form of agglomeration and not heteroagglomeration. Suggest to replace "A special form of hetero agglomeration as this describes the agglomeration of the same type of particles, e.g. the nanoparticles with each other" with "form of agglomeration between the same type of particles". Suggest to delete "e.g. the nanoparticles with each other, or naturally occurring suspended particulate matter (SPM) [12] and [13]" because homoagglomeration refers to interaction between the same type of particles, therefore including SPM in this sentence can be confusing.
	yes	idem as comment 28, corrected with suggesting the following "A  form of agglomeration describing the agglomeration of the same type of particles, e.g. the nanoparticles with each other;"
	112	DE	Glossary 	Glossary 	9	19	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 19-20]
Please reconsider the definition. OECD GD 318 defines homoagglomeration as: Agglomeration of particles (here nanomaterials) with each other
	partially	idem as comment 28above , see line 31
	113	DE	Glossary 	Glossary 	9	19	delete "hetero" as the description is about "homo"
	no	see above, line 31 for suggestion
	269	Croplife Europe	Glossary	Glossary	9	43	Should "natural" substance be excluded from the definition of nanoform?  For the purposes of REACH, naturally occurring substances should be excluded.  
	no	The definition is from Annex VI of REACH. Independent on the definition of the nanoform, REACH Annex V exeptions are applicable for all the forms of substances.
	270	Croplife Europe	Glossary	Glossary	9	49	Should "natural" and "incidental" substances be excluded from the definition of nanomaterial?  For the purposes of REACH, naturally occurring substances and unintential ingredients (e.g., fine particulates of organic and inorganic naturally occuring material in water used to prepare products) should be excluded from registration.  
	no	The definition follows the EC recommendation on definition of a nanomaterial and therefore we do not see need to delete 'natural' and 'incidental'. Further, the reference is to materials not to substances
	308	CEFIC	Glossary	Glossary	9	49	Nanomaterial : Suggestion to refer to the update recommendation of definition which is to be available in the coming weeks.
	N/A	For the time being the definition follows the current EU recommendation on definition of a nanomaterial but when the updated definition is published, the entry in the Glossary will be updated
	271	Croplife Europe	Glossary	Glossary	10	1	The term "all three external dimensions" is unclear, especially with the term "any external dimension" within the same definition (Line 3).  It seems that "any one of the three dimensions" (length, wirdth, thickness) is meant by the examples and definitions for nanoform and nanomaterial.  
	yes	The definition has been simplified and changed to be better in line with the nanomaterial and nanoform definition. Separate definition of nanofibre is removed.
For info for PEG
	114	DE	Glossary 	Glossary 	10	1	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 1-4]
GC: Please prove if the use of "nanoparticles" is needed to this extend in the document. In the document it is often writen about nanoparticles (here meaning a nano-object according to ISO) but guidance migt be also applicable to fibres or other geometries. Therefore it is proposed to generally use "nanomaterials" as much as possible.
	partially	Please see comment 271 and revised definition of nanoparticle. The document has been revised in relation to use of nanoparticle. In some instances the use of 'nanoparticle' is most appropriate as the effects refered to, are not related to the many particles with a size distribution, but to individual particles.
	290	Croplife Europe	Glossary	Glossary	10	4	Molecules meet the definition of particles as defined here, and therefore it is necessary to include clarification. Include "Single molecules are not considered nanoparticles.", as has been included in updated COM guidance.
	no	For the time being this is not included in the definition. If the final EC definition will include this, the entry in the Glossary will be updated.
For info for PEG
	309	CEFIC	Glossary	Glossary	10	6	Nano-objects is not defined in the glossary : suggestion to refer to ISO text.
	yes	A footnote has been added to define the nano-object.
	351	NO	Glossary	Glossary	10	6	The term nano-object is used mulitple times in the document and should be defined in the glossary
	yes	A footnote has been added to define the nano-object.
	115	DE	Glossary 	Glossary 	10	6	NOAA is not used in the main text.
	yes	The definition of NOAA has been deleted from the glosary
	310	CEFIC	Glossary	Glossary	10	16	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 16-17]
modifiations to be in line with OECD Guidelines: "A PSP is generally understood as having a solubility of less than 0.1 g dissolved in 1000 ml dissolvent at equilibirium within 24 hours
	No	not implemented as we do not rediscuss definitions provided for the HH section of this Appendix. a previous PEG phase was held for this purpose
	4	ECETOC	Glossary	Glossary	10	17	"dissolvent" is an unusual term. Replace by "simulated body fluid", as defined on the same page. Simplify accordingly the next sentence to "Examples for the lung include…".
	no	dissolvent replaced by solvent.  We do not rediscuss definitions provided for the HH section of this Appendix. a previous PEG phase was held for this purpose
	352	NO	Glossary	Glossary	10	26	Suggest (Q)SAR: (Quantitative) structure–activity relationship. Also note that QSAR as well as (Q)SAR is used int he document.
	no	we have aligned so that QSAR is the only term appearing
	272	Croplife Europe	Glossary	Glossary	10	30	Is there a word missing in the phrase "individual nanoforms within the set still allow to"?
	N/A	No, this is a direct quote from Annex VI of REACH.
	291	Croplife Europe	Glossary	Glossary	10	33	Suggest: "Solubility is the maximum concentration of a solute that can dissolve in a solvent at a given temperature. The solution is said to be saturated at the maximum concentration of the solute at equilibrium."
	partially	partially implemented, the definition in the glossary does not not have to be aligned with either OECD GD 318 or any other one and is specific to REACH.
	116	DE	Glossary 	Glossary 	10	37	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 37-38]
Please reconsider the definition. OECD GD 318 defines solubility as: Solubility - The quantity of solute that dissolves in a given quantity of solvent to form a saturated solution. (in GD 318 it is not recommended to provide data on solubility as proportion only)
	partially	see above
	322	Eurometaux	1 Recommendations for physico-chemical propeorties	1	11	1	General comment: Several sections in this draft guidance document refer to test guidelines still being developed (e.g. dissolution rate, heteroagglomeration) or to guidelines for which the relevance or applicability and applicability domain (eg organic or inorganic forms) has not been proven yet (e.g. dispersion stability). Because this document stresses the limited applicability of the currently available test methods for conventional chemicals, this results in a high degree of uncertainty on the approach to be followed until all this guidelines are published and tested for their added value for chemical safety assessment under REACH. It is recommended to add guidance on how currently available methods, despite not being perfect, can still be used until better alternatives are available and accepted for hazard, exposure and risk assessment under REACH. There seems to be a discrepancy between how some (uncomplete) protocols are presented and proposed for implementation without the application domain haven been proved and how some existing proven methods (eg GD 29 for inorganics) are neglected  or undervalueddespite more extensive experience in the actual risk assessment for (metallic) nanomaterials.
	N/A	It requires PEG discussion to evaluate the applicability of these results for nanomaterials in general.
	117	DE	1 Recommendations for physico-chemical propeorties	1	11	1	[ECHA Secretariat note: pages 11-ff] - [ECHA Secretariat note: from line 1]
GC: The aim of the content of section 1 in general is unclear. In the parent document the section is on physical chemical properties and it descripes the various endpoints and methods to be used to address these PC endpoints. Here, several aspects seems to be mixed up (even within subsections): endpoint specific considerations, sample preparation for (eco)tox testing (?) and further considerations on (eco)tox testing. It is acknowledged that the current structure of the version follows the published Appendix R7-1. However, it is recommended to clarify the content of the section and to reconsider if a new version of Appendix R71 should more closely follow the structure of the parent document (e.g. information on sample preparation for ecotox testing could be rather part of R7b/c).Taking this GC comment into account some of our comments are on the structure while other comments to the same section in the documents are related to the current content.
	partially	at the moment not moving  under R7b but modification to come for sample prep and general considerations for ecotox testing. To be discussed in PEG
	118	DE	1 Recommendations for physico-chemical propeorties	1	11	1	[ECHA Secretariat note: pages 11-ff] - [ECHA Secretariat note: from line 1]
For the updates in version 4.0 and especially for chapter 1.2, it is sometimes difficult to understand which information refers to human toxicological aspects and which to ecotoxicological aspects. This is exemplified by chapter 1.2.1.1 - Dissolution rate - page 19 line 25-33: OECD GD 318 refers to ecological aspects of dissolution. In this context, however, human-relevant test media - such as lung or gastro - are also mentioned. However, this is not dealt with in OECD GD 318, but rather in WNT 1.5.
It is therefore proposed to move this point from line 28 to line 29 and to generally make a clearer distinction between human toxicological and ecotoxicological aspects in order to avoid confusion.
This is exemplified by chapter 1.2.2. page 13 line 25-33.
	partially	Some parts were moved and amendment to distinguish the tox and ecotox considerations were implemented.
	273	Croplife Europe	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion 	1.1.1	11	8	Suggest adding a comma to "sample for testing, implying".
	yes	applied as per comment
	85	IT	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion 	1.1.1	11	13	Propose to write "ACEnano" instead of acenano
	yes	applied as per comment
	119	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion 	1.1.1	11	13	delete the 1st "," of the sentence
	yes	applied as per comment
	353	NO	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion 	1.1.1	11	13	Change to "(see for instance ACEnano project [18])
	yes	applied as per comment
	120	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion 	1.1.1	11	16	[ECHA Secretariat note: page 11] - [ECHA Secretariat note: lines 16-55]
[ECHA Secretariat note: page 12] - [ECHA Secretariat note: lines 1-5]
What is the relevance of information requirements of nanoforms within REACH for the specific issue on performing appropriate sample preparation? This depth of elaboration might not be needed here and might just confuse readers. You might consider if the heading of this section is correct or if it is supposed to be a kind of introduction rather than the section on sample preparation. Relating to the chapter the reader would expect some guidance on sample preparation for the assessment of the relevant PC properties (e.g. dispersion stability, dissolution, dustiness).
	partially	your comment was considered and sub sections were modified to provide as clear as possible guidance.
	121	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion 	1.1.1	11	21	"registered nanofroms" instead of "assessed nanoforms"
	yes	done
	274	Croplife Europe	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion 	1.1.1	12	4	Can added guidance be provided for the procedure of grouping nanoforms?  Are these similar particles (size, dimensions) of dissimilar material, or must they be the same material?  
	no	The referred document 'Appendix R6-1 for nanoforms applicable to the Guidance on QSARs and Grouping of Chemicals' provides such advice. Thus this type of advise is not in scope of this guidance document.
Name of the guidance document is corrected.
	311	CEFIC	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion
1.1.1.1 Test material and sample preparation for ecotoxicological and fate tests	1.1.1.1	12	4	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 4-5]
No legal ground for reporting: "For example, baseline information for the grouping of nanoforms [4] dissolution rate, surface chemistry and dispersibility could be seen as relevant parameters have to be reported."
	partially	The ECHA guidance, which is based on scientific consensus, indicates the necessity of the listed parameters for buidling a grouping hypothesis. The sentence was changed to '..., baseline information on dissolution rate, surface chemistry and dispersibility of the nanoforms to be grouped is expected to be needed for the development of grouping hypothesis.' 
	275	Croplife Europe	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion 	1.1.1	12	5	Additional guidance specifically for materials in the nano-scale (not covered by OECD 318) on the accuracy and validity criteria to determine dissolution rate, dispersibility, and surface chemistry should be provided.  It will be very challenging to accurately determine these physical-chemical properties for particles of 1 to 100 nm.   
	no	this appendix to Chater R7a is aiming at advising Registrants to generate information on nanomaterials and lessen  the difficulties or challenges to generate the standard information requirement  listed in this Appendix and  requested as per Annex VII and VIII of REACH.
	122	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion
1.1.1.1 Test material and sample preparation for ecotoxicological and fate tests	1.1.1.1	12	8	[ECHA Secretariat note: from line 8]
As the main chapter is on PC properties it is unclear why test materials and sample preparation for ecotox teting and fate testing is discused here.
	partially	as for comment 49 and 56.requires discussion in PEG
	323	Eurometaux	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion
1.1.1.1 Test material and sample preparation for ecotoxicological and fate tests	1.1.1.1	12	11	This section does focus strongly on dispersion stability, referring to the OECD GD 318 and OECD TG 318. While the information on dispersion stability may be relevant on predicting the exposure to nanoparticles and dispersion, aggregation and solubility are all very relevant fate processes for nanoparticles, this section on sample preparation should focus on the discussion on how to prepare and treat the samples (dilution, application, dispersion, ...) and test design (static, renewal, ...) to ensure a relevant and realistic exposure for environmental conditions. Such information is lacking in this section. The reference to OECD GD 36 and OECD GD 317 is in this respect more relevant than to OECD GD 318 and OECD TG 318, as also reflected in section 1.1.2.1. Moreover, (first) experience with ecotoxicity testing of several metallic nanomaterials learns that proper characterisation of the dissolution, dispersion and aggregation of the nanomaterials during the exposure period is critical for interpretation of the results. This exposure characterisation cannot be replaced by information on dispersion stability gathered by the OECD TG 318, therefore making this test redundant for the discussion on sample preparation and on interpretation of results of ecotoxicity tests. The focus of this section shpould therefore be changed to the actual sample preparation (dispersion treatment, characterisation, ...) (see also chapters 4 and 5 of OECD GD 317) or to combine it with section 1.1.2.1. The present description is clearly not adequat.
	partially	the sub section was modified and  moving of some advice to the general considerations for testing while others were clearly streamline for sample preparation and moved under this sub-section. this comment will be discussed with the commenst 76, 78 and 89-90 for consistency in PEG
	123	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion
1.1.1.1 Test material and sample preparation for ecotoxicological and fate tests	1.1.1.1	12	11	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 11-13]
What is the intention to mention GD 318. This GD does not give advice for sample prep für ecotox/fate testing. For this purpose GD 317 gives advice at least for aquatic and sediment ecotox testing.
	yes	Agreed. deleted
	324	Eurometaux	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion
1.1.1.1 Test material and sample preparation for ecotoxicological and fate tests	1.1.1.1	12	11	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 11-13]
The first sentence of this section (lines 11-13) should be deleted because OECD GD 318 does not discuss sample preparation.
	yes	Agreed. deleted
	124	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion
1.1.1.1 Test material and sample preparation for ecotoxicological and fate tests	1.1.1.1	12	14	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 14-15]
"When considering aqueous media and environmental organisms and compartments, it can be difficult to distinguish between a dispersed and a dissolved nanoform due to its small particle size in aqueous media."
	yes	implemented
	293	Croplife Europe	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion
1.1.1.1 Test material and sample preparation for ecotoxicological and fate tests	1.1.1.1	12	19	Care needs to be taken when refering to "particulate" at the nano scale, particularly when the "particle" size is on the lower end of the 1-100nm range (molecular sizes). It implies a degree of "solidity" or "hardness" (as distinct from the physical state definition of solid, which is a bulk property of matter), which is not present in the regulatory definitions of "particle". Similarly references to solid, liquid, or gas are bulk properties describing the interactions between particles, but don't have meaning for individual particles (e.g. a sugar molecule is not a solid, a sugar crystal is).
	no	Not implemented it may not be needed to enter such level of theoretical discussion in a regulatory and practical guidance.
	295	Croplife Europe	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion
1.1.1.1 Test material and sample preparation for ecotoxicological and fate tests	1.1.1.1	12	19	Suggest to insert: Particles in the range 1-100nm can form solutions, as well as kinetically stable (or unstable) dispersions. In some cases nanoparticles should be viewed as dissolved from a thermodynamic perspective, and effectively behave simply as large molecules (molecular solutes). These are indefinitely stable solutions and the case is thermodynamically distinct from kinetically stable dispersions. (Geckeler 2011; Wheeler 2018; Shimizu 2020).
	no	not implemented, the papers are interesting but they are not bringing any added value to this practical guidance. The publications quoted do not bring  relevant information or methods that would be applicable to various types of nanomaterials. As such we do not include them. For PEG information/short discussion
	294	Croplife Europe	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion
1.1.1.1 Test material and sample preparation for ecotoxicological and fate tests	1.1.1.1	12	21	Comment: the discussions on solubility, dissolved, and dispersed and their distinctions are not trivial, and probably deserve their own section for a discussion and to highlight the issues. Otherwise it is even more relevant for water solubility section, and should also be discussed in more depth there, rather than the current cross reference to this section. In practise many dispersions are currently simply referred to as "water soluble" or "dissolved" if a clear solution is formed, and to change this common misconception more attention will need to be drawn to the topic.
	N/A	similarly to previous comment not implemented as it isnot the point of this guidance which aim at providing practical guidance for specific information requirement and how to perform the tests to generate such information
	86	IT	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion
1.1.1.1 Test material and sample preparation for ecotoxicological and fate tests	1.1.1.1	12	22	In order to simplify the long sentence in lines 22-25: However, as dispersions of nanoparticles will pass through such filters, “dispersed” is the term to use when both liquid and particulates are present and to restrict the term “dissolved” for the formation of solutions in the strict sense of the definition, [...] it is proposed to modify in line 24 as follow: However, as dispersions of nanoparticles will pass through such filters, “dispersed” is the term to use when both liquid and particulates are present.  and to restrict The term “dissolved” is instead restricted for the formation of solutions in the strict sense of the definition,[...]
	yes	 implemented as per comment
	87	IT	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion
1.1.1.1 Test material and sample preparation for ecotoxicological and fate tests	1.1.1.1	12	22	Propose to eliminate the word "similar" because it is too generic. It could be better to specify filter sizes
	yes	modified
	125	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion
1.1.1.1 Test material and sample preparation for ecotoxicological and fate tests	1.1.1.1	12	27	"falsly visibly present as a solution" is unclear. Is it meant to mean "may be falsly assumed as beeing a solution"? Furthermore, such a false a assumption is not the reason why it is important to measure dispersions in samples. Instead this measurement is needed to be aware of the actual stability and thus (in (eco)tox testing), the exposure situation.
	yes	modified
	354	NO	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion
1.1.1.1 Test material and sample preparation for ecotoxicological and fate tests	1.1.1.1	12	27	The sentence could rather be "Because dispersions may visibly appear as a solution" instead of "Because dispersions may falsely visibly present as a solution"
	yes	change as per this comment and see how it responds to comment 71
	325	Eurometaux	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion
1.1.1.1 Test material and sample preparation for ecotoxicological and fate tests	1.1.1.1	12	27	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 27-28]
This paragraph lacks a discussion on how the information on dispersion stability could affect the sample preparation. How can this be assured?
	partially	due to reshullfing of the section and moving of preparation and measurement of dispersion stability for stock dispersion it is considered that it was partially addresed.
	126	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion
1.1.1.1 Test material and sample preparation for ecotoxicological and fate tests	1.1.1.1	12	32	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 32-33]
The sentence can be deleted: As a result, the state of dispersion…" as it delivers no further information to the prior and next sentence. In addition, dissolution is not a status that can be reached but a process. A change of dynamic with time can in principle also lead to a lower agglomeration if the surrounding might change accordingly.

	yes	acknowledged and removed
	127	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion
1.1.1.1 Test material and sample preparation for ecotoxicological and fate tests	1.1.1.1	12	35	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 35-36]
"In liquid media, slight modifications in pH, ionic strength and concentrations of  molecular constituents can significantly alter the particle dispersion." (to be less dramatic)
	no	 removed
	128	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion
1.1.1.1 Test material and sample preparation for ecotoxicological and fate tests	1.1.1.1	12	40	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 40-47]
The pararaph seems to aim to descripe dispersion stability as endpoint. Therefore, it is irritating that measurement methods are mentioned in that text that are not in line with OECD TG 318 or GD 318. If the text is considered in relation to assessing the exposure during ecotox testing it rather make sense. Please clarify the purpose of the paragraph. Furthermore regarding sample preparation for ecotox testing/fate beside dissolution and dispersion stability other aspect are also of relevance like transformation or loss to vessel walls.
	partially	in the modified section we did take this into account together with the comments on this sub-section.
	355	NO	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion
1.1.1.1 Test material and sample preparation for ecotoxicological and fate tests	1.1.1.1	12	44	Delete 'for the test particles'.
	yes	done
	129	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion
1.1.1.1 Test material and sample preparation for ecotoxicological and fate tests	1.1.1.1	12	46	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 46-47]
If the purpose of this chapter is sample prep for ecotox testing the reference to GD 317 should be more central as it gives recommendations on sample preparation, however analytical tools for determination of dispersion stability is not in the (main) focus of this GD. Thus, the emphasis for citation should remain on the topic of sample preparation. To place the reference solely in the context of analytical methods is misleading. 
	yes	Tthis comment along with similar ones was taken this into account on this sub-section and modifications were done to clarify and align where possible
	28	NL	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion
1.1.1.1 Test material and sample preparation for ecotoxicological and fate tests	1.1.1.1	12	49	This sentence tries to capture a lot in one go, leading to incorrect statements that may lead to confusion. As examples: 
- the sentence states that draft guidelines are under development, but refers to [25] which is a finalised OECD TG on 'dispersion stability'. While dispersion stability is related to agglomeration, it is not the same.
- the phrase "NanoHarmony project WNT 1.5 and 3.10" is incorrect: the NanoHarmony project provides a scientific basis, but the TG development is a task of OECD. The numbering "WNT 1.5 and 3.10" refer to OECD numbering in the Test Guidelines Programme. These are not NanoHarmony numbers.

Suggest to rephrase.
	partially	 rephrased to clarify
	130	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion
1.1.1.1 Test material and sample preparation for ecotoxicological and fate tests	1.1.1.1	12	49	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 49-52]
"Draft test guidelines on agglomeration solubility and dissolution rate of nanomaterials in aquatic environments and in biological media are under development within the OECD (through the NanoHarmony project WNT 1.5 and 3.10 [25] [26]) and will allow eventually characterisation and quantification of  dissolution, dispersion and agglomeration behaviour of nanomaterials in more complex media"
	yes	done
	29	NL	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion
1.1.1.2 Test material and sample preparation for toxicological tests	1.1.1.2	13	6	As stated in the reference list [27], ISO 14887 originates from 2000, not 2007.

	yes	modified
	276	Croplife Europe	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion
1.1.1.2 Test material and sample preparation for toxicological tests	1.1.1.2	13	17	A space should be inserted between paragraphs.
	yes	done
	131	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion
1.1.1.2 Test material and sample preparation for toxicological tests	1.1.1.2	13	26	The thematic separation of sample preparation for ecotoxicological and toxicological testing is relevant because of the different conditions that have to be taken into account. However, the above-mentioned section page 13, lines 26-30, should also apply to ecotoxicological tests. However, this is not made clear in chapter 1.1.1.1. It is also not clear to what extent chapter 1.1.1.2 should be taken into account from an ecotoxicological perspective.
	yes	moved up under section 1.1.1
	356	NO	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion
1.1.1.2 Test material and sample preparation for toxicological tests	1.1.1.2	13	26	Suggest that the paragraphs in lines 17-21 and 26-30 are also part of the section 1.1.1.1 as this is relevant also for ecotoxicological studies as well.
	partially	done partially due to other modifications applied on the sub-section and its content.
	21	EFSA	1.1 General remarks
1.1.1 Sample prepartion 	1.1.1	13	42	To highlight the relevance, propose to add: "It should be noted that the level of dispersion/agglomeration may be different for the different doses/concentrations and affected by dillution, detailed information should be provided"
	yes	added
	134	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing	1.1.2	13	47	[from line 47]
The main heading of section 1.1.2 is about (eco)-toxical testing, while the heading on subsection 1.1.2.1 is on ecotoxicological testing only and 1.1.2.1 again also on toxicological testing. Within the subsections the delimination between ecotox and tox considerations seems not fully clear.
	yes	please see the modifications moving and renaming were implemented for sample prep and considerations on testing
	132	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.1 Considerations for ecotoxicological testing 	1.1.2.1	13	47	[ECHA Secretariat notes: pages 13-15] - [ECHA Secretariat notes: from line 47]
As the main chapter is on PC properties it is unclear why general considerations on (eco)tox testing are discussed here. Furthermore, parts of the chapter seems to fit better into an actual chapter on sample preparation for ecotox/fate testing.
	yes	please see the modifications moving and renaming were implemented for sample prep and considerations on testing
	135	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.1 Considerations for ecotoxicological testing 	1.1.2.1	13	51	"In order to start with relevant appropriate sample preparation,…."
	yes	modified
	133	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.1 Considerations for ecotoxicological testing 	1.1.2.1	13	51	[from line 51]
It is recommended to start this paragraph with the presentation of GD 317 which is the most recent and most comprehensive guidance on ecotoxicity testing of nanomaterials. Reference 32 may be omitted here as the need for specific guidance in this field highlighted in that reference has allready been adressed by GD 317.
	yes	implemented but the entire sub section was reshuflled.
	136	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.1 Considerations for ecotoxicological testing 	1.1.2.1	14	7	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 7-41]
The content of this paragraph is really unclear. The specific recommendations given here are on sample preparation while this chapter 1.1.2 is headlined to be on general considerations for (eco)toxicity testing and 1.1.1 is supposed to be on sample preparation. Please shift all considerations on sample preparations upwards and/or re-arrange contents and titles of the affected sections in general (see also our on the elaboration of REACH requirements within section 1.1.1). 
	yes	we did amend and reshuffle the sections so that there is no overlap and clear guidance
	358	NO	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.1 Considerations for ecotoxicological testing 	1.1.2.1	14	14	This section should be clearer about the need to characterise the exposure conditions/situation at the start, during and end of the exposure period. We think it is trying to say this, but it is not clear. 
	yes	added and paragraph reformulated
	137	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.1 Considerations for ecotoxicological testing 	1.1.2.1	14	14	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 14-18]
Nanoform test item preparation and dispersion (including stability) have to consider key characteristics and composition of the test medium (such as pH, OM, salts etc)..." is quite confusing please clarify what you want to state. "...as interactions between the particles of a nanoform and the test medium define their physico-chemical properties and determining as a consequence then fate and behaviour and consequently potential adverse ecotoxicological effects.
	yes	done
	88	IT	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.1 Considerations for ecotoxicological testing 	1.1.2.1	14	15	Propose to modify "OM"  with  "organic matter" because the acronym is not explained previously
	yes	done as per comment
	357	NO	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.1 Considerations for ecotoxicological testing 	1.1.2.1	14	15	OM should be written fully as in the rest of the document (page 22 line 5, 6 and 13). 
	yes	done as per comment
	89	IT	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.1 Considerations for ecotoxicological testing 	1.1.2.1	14	17	Propose that the form of the verb "determining", at line 17, is replaced with "determine", in order to keep the use of the simple present  in the sentence. 
	yes	done
	90	IT	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.1 Considerations for ecotoxicological testing 	1.1.2.1	14	17	Propose that the word "then", at line 17, is replaced with "the"
	partially	done
	138	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.1 Considerations for ecotoxicological testing 	1.1.2.1	14	17	Referring to physico-chemical properties in general seems to me a bit too generic. Please consider adding the words "characterisation parameters".
	no	we were unsure if the proposal is to change 'physico-chemical properties' to 'characterisation parameters'. If yes, that would be confusing as the sample preparation will not change the characterisation parameters of REACH Annex VI 2.4. In addition, this is now moved in the guidance draft R7a and was clarified
	139	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.1 Considerations for ecotoxicological testing 	1.1.2.1	14	22	"...determine mass based concentrations/metric is not sufficient", 'metric' should be changed to 'metrics' as for concentrations also the plural form is used.
	yes	done
	30	NL	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.1 Considerations for ecotoxicological testing 	1.1.2.1	14	33	While acknowledging that "Sample preparation needs to be controlled, consistent, relevant, reliable and robust", it is not fully clear what  monitoring is needed (progress should be proces?). One may argue that a proper characterisation of  the test item (i.e. nanoform characterisation according to Annex VI) at the start of the exposure may be sufficient.

Please clarify.
	partially	the draft guidance has been modified to clarify between sample prep and monitoring during test.
	141	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.1 Considerations for ecotoxicological testing 	1.1.2.1	14	33	suggest to move bullet point 4 in front of bullet point 2 in order to have an logical order of 1) characterisation of PC properties of nanoforms, 2) sample preparation of nanoforms, 3) characterisation of properties of the test media and monitoring or exposure, 4) dosimetry, 5) reporting
	yes	done and addition of monitoring also clearly made.
	140	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.1 Considerations for ecotoxicological testing 	1.1.2.1	14	34	What is meant with "testing stages"? Instead you may use "sample preparation may employ…"?
	yes
	142	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.1 Considerations for ecotoxicological testing 	1.1.2.1	14	35	Referring to physico-chemical properties in general seems to me a bit too generic. Please consider adding the words "characterisation parameters".
	no	The change may not be only in characterisation parameters but also more generally in physico-chemical properties. Therefore, this has not been changed.

	91	IT	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.1 Considerations for ecotoxicological testing 	1.1.2.1	14	43	Suggest to revise the long sentence in lines 43-47.  In particular suggest to develop the example, possibly providing a more specific case, or simply modifying the term "vs" with "compared to". Below just a revision proposal (added text underlined in red):  If a nanoform is soluble and has a high dissolution rate in relevant organisms and biological (see Section 2.1.1) or environmental (see section 1.2.1) media , then it is likely to present itself to the test system in its molecular or ionic form and can therefore be expected to elicit the same response as the non-nanoform of the substance. This could be the case for the metal ions released from the nanoform (e.g....) compared to the metal salts (‘ionic form’) used as a positive control. 
	yes	done as per comment
	359	NO	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.1 Considerations for ecotoxicological testing 	1.1.2.1	14	43	Not clear about partially soluble nanomaterials which would present as altered particles and as dissolved ions at the same time.
	yes	indeed added to sparingly soluble types.
	143	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.1 Considerations for ecotoxicological testing 	1.1.2.1	14	43	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 43-51]
This paragraph seems rather relevant for considerations on ecotoxicity testing than for sample preparation (which is the actual content of the sub chapter) or physical chemical properties (which is the main heading).
	partially	it was clarified and reshuffled and will be discussed with the comments on the content and purpose of the sub section and advice provided on ecotoxicological testing
	144	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.1 Considerations for ecotoxicological testing 	1.1.2.1	14	44	Editorial: upper case S in "section" in the second set of parentheses
	yes	done
	277	Croplife Europe	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.1 Considerations for ecotoxicological testing 	1.1.2.1	14	44	An extra space after "media".
	yes	addressed
	145	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.1 Considerations for ecotoxicological testing 	1.1.2.1	15	2	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 2-7]
Suggestion to rephrase by introducing the needs for decision trees for dispersion stability and dissolution (rate) (as presented in GD 318) and for ecotoxicity testing (as presented in GD 317). As the identified need to develop testing strategies for these endpoints as highlighted in reference 32 (not 22 which is the reference to the OECD Grouping Guidance!)  in the GD 317 and 318, there is no need anymore  to reflect on what has been initially planned. Do not cite a "GD 40", as the reference 32 is actually a OECD Workshop Report, not a GD!
	partially	some modificaitons were applied together with reordering and  splitting of  advice applicable for sample preparation and general considerations for ecotoxicological testing. some of the references were nevertheless maintained but with their historical context.
	146	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.1 Considerations for ecotoxicological testing 	1.1.2.1	15	2	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 2-7]
Which added value does it have for the reader to explain the history prior the GD 317/318 were available? Please just show what is relevant form both GDs for the subject of the sub chapter. Furthermore, section 2 and 3 discribes how to estimate the endpoints considerations and does not give guidance for ecotox testing. More relevant might be chapter 4 in relation to a test strategy.
	no	as modifications were applied to emphasize use and relevance of OECD GD 217 and before the overall comment was not implmented and need to be considered with previous ones on the justification for this advice.
	147	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.1 Considerations for ecotoxicological testing 	1.1.2.1	15	5	The OECD GDs 317 and 318 refer to stability studies in environmental media. It is not clear from the paragraphs whether this is also relevant for non-ecotoxicological studies, or whether these GDs should be applied regardless. Stability analysis in the respective exposure medium is relevant for all studies.
	partially	 comment partially implemented as entire sub sections were redrafted it  is difficult t to ascertain where it needs to be added still.
	148	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.2 Further considerations for (eco)toxicological testing	1.1.2.2	15	16	As the main chapter is on PC properties it is unclear why further considerations on (eco)tox testing are discussed here.
	partially	section was redrafted and clarified. To be discussed in PEG
	149	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.2 Further considerations for (eco)toxicological testing	1.1.2.2	15	16	Please clarify the sentence. Is this on further aspects that needs to be considered for (eco)tox testing or for sample preparation.
	yes	Based on comment above the section was renamed and some parts moved around.   to be discussed with comments made on sample preparation and inclusion of general considerations for ecotoxicological testing PEG
	312	CEFIC	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.2 Further considerations for (eco)toxicological testing	1.1.2.2	15	20	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 20-38]
Why the focus on endotoxin - propose to add contaminator or purity instead of endotoxin ?
The presence of endotoxin is to be seen as a contamination and the section may apply to all chemicals then.
	partially	use suggestion from comment 114
	150	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.2 Further considerations for (eco)toxicological testing	1.1.2.2	15	20	[from line 20]
to increase clarity, you may add "endotoxins delivered as contaminants with the nanomaterial sample"
	yes	implemented as provided
	304	PETA Science Consortium International e.V.	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.2 Further considerations for (eco)toxicological testing	1.1.2.2	15	29	Propose addition to the existing text (edited text in bold):
Endotoxin can be measured using in vitro methods such as the macrophage activation test, which has been validated by European Committee on Validation of Alternative Test Methods and proposed as a reliable method for determining the pyrogenicity of engineered, research-grade nanomaterials [36]. Recombinant Factor C (rFC) test is another in vitro method that can be used to assess endotoxins associated with nanomaterials [REF 1]. Both rFC assay and MAT assay have been adopted by the European Pharmacopoeia [REF 2, 3, and 4].
References:
REF 1: Beltran-Huarac J, Zhang Z, Pyrgiotakis G, et al. Development of reference metal and metal oxide engineered nanomaterials for nanotoxicology research using high throughput and precision flame spray synthesis approaches. Nanoimpact. 2018 Apr;10:26-37. DOI: 10.1016/j.impact.2017.11.007.
REF 2: US FDA C, CMV, CDRH, ORA. Guidance for Industry: Pyrogen and Endotoxins Testing: Questions and Answers. 2012. http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidances/ucm314718.htm
REF 3: The European Pharmacopoeia general method 2.6.30 Monocyte-activation test allows the MAT to serve as a full replacement for the RPT after product-specific validation.
REF 4: Recombinant factor C: new Ph. Eur. chapter available as of 1 July 2020 https://www.edqm.eu/en/news/recombinant-factor-c-new-ph-eur-chapter-available-1-july-2020
	yes	added references.
	31	NL	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.2 Further considerations for (eco)toxicological testing	1.1.2.2	15	34	Please clarify what is meant by "nanophase systems". Does this refer to "nanosize"? If so, "nanosized systems" may be a clearer wording.
	yes	rephrased
	360	NO	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.2 Further considerations for (eco)toxicological testing	1.1.2.2	15	36	sentence on false negatives seems diconnected from the rest of the text in that paragraph. Suggest deleting to make the text clearer or moving it to another part of the document
	yes	indeed deleted
	151	DE	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.2 Further considerations for (eco)toxicological testing	1.1.2.2	15	36	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 36-37]
Regarding "false negatives": Shouldn`t it read "where exposure is overestimated", rather than underestimated as if exposure is actually lower than expected (thus, overestimated), the lack of effects may falsely indicate that there is no effect on the hazard site at a rather higher expected concentration than the actual low one? Why are the Ames test and insoluble particles examples for false negatives? This needs to be explained.
	partially	sentence was modified and moved  also under other section on sample preparation
	32	NL	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 General considerations for (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.2.2 Further considerations for (eco)toxicological testing	1.1.2.2	15	37	Suggest to expand on the examples:
- in the Ames test the main issue is lack of uptake into the cell, not necessarily "exposure of the organism"
- it is not directly clear how "insoluble particles" would lead to underestimating exposure.
	partially	example was expanded to clarify
	299	Croplife Europe	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	3	General comment: the discussion here of "water soluble" is too simplistic when considering the nano scale, presumably constrained by preconceptions of currently typical nanomaterials (inorganic, metals, carbon allotropes, etc). Particularly for crystalline network-solids, macromolecules and amorphous substances, without an inherent molecular size, discussions involving distinctions between molecules and particles, and dissolved vs dispersed are complex. See comment on page 12 line 19 and references (Geckeler 2011; Wheeler 2018; Shimizu 2020). It may help to draw up a table of bulk and nanoparticle properties for various types of solids (ionic, metal, covalent, amorphous, etc), and how this might translate to testing.
	no	We consider that the text is now self explanatory. As explained under sample preparation the publications mentioned are of  theoretical relevance and cannot be applied as general statement. The text was modified to provide further clarifications on WS and requirements and an indicative threshold for solubility was introduced for water and relevant media. Regarding such table we have limited data available to develop a comprehensive and meaningful one so will not proceed with this suggestion.
	22	EFSA	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	5	The sentence starting "In the case…" is misleading. Water solubility is not affected by particle size, the solubility rate may be affected, and if this is not considered may affect the value obtained in a test if not properly designed, but not the real final solubility of the substance. Coating may increase but also decrease solubility. Please consider a modification of the sentence accordign to these lines.
	yes	implemented as per comment
	300	Croplife Europe	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	5	Suggest to correct sentence: In the case of nanoforms, it is necessary to take into account that water solubility is particle size dependent, and has the potential to increase for low solubility materials in the nano-size range. It can also be effected by interactions with the surrounding media, or the impact of the surface morphology or coating. (For example reference: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.powtec.2014.01.095 or https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpharm.2012.03.038)
	yes	implemented as per comment
	361	NO	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	5	Sentence not clear and too long. Need a rewrite to be understandable
	no	not useful changed based on previous comments
	365	NO	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	5	Seem remiss not to mention the relative increase in surface area with decreasing particle size in this first of the paragraph.
	yes	rephrased as per previous comments
	152	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	5	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 5-7]
"In the case of nanoforms,  it is necessary to take into account that water solubility has the potential to increase for materials in the nano-size range due to their generally larger surface area smaller particle size,…"
	partially	partially implemented.
	393	DG GROW	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	6	solubility does not depend on particle size; dissolution rate does (difference thermodynamics/kinetics)
	partially	partially implemented.
	313	CEFIC	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	6	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 5-7]
this is not correct. The final equilibrium solubility is a material constant. Suggestion: "..account that the dissolution rate has the potential to increase, or oversaturation might be observed for materials in the nanorange…"
	no	implemented as per comments above
	153	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	7	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 7-9]
"…, decreasing size depending on their interactions with the surrounding media or the impact of their shape and surface coating." This clause is unclear.
	yes	implemented as per comments above
	155	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	9	"The transport of nanoforms is affected by their dissolution rate and their degree of dispersion." The context of "transport" remains unclear, transport across membranes or in terms of clearance/removal/elimination. In case of removal/clearance of the nanoform, the corresponding wording should be used. 
	partially	rephrased
	366	NO	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	9	Unclear what is meant by the term transport here. If you mean movement through a liquid media, then density and particle size will also play a critial role, as will the degree of aggregation/agglomeration.
	yes	aligned baed on next comment
	154	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	9	"The transport fate and behaviour of nanoforms is affected by…"
	yes	implemented as per comment
	156	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	11	"due to their small particle size" seems not to be the major problem. The challenge is to differentiate between these processes by adequate methods and analytics which is challenges as both processes are influencing each other and methods (or tiered approaches) needs to consider that interactions. 
	partially	text modified
	394	DG GROW	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	12	Note: dispersibility, on its own, also has 2 meanings: 1) the ability to remain suspended in a medium; 2) the ease of being split up in smaller particles (de-agglomeration or de-aggregation).
	partially	acknowledged and it is clarified in the text for the meaning
	92	IT	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	17	Suggest to add the reference of the Section on Sample Preparation as follow (added text in red):  However, this problem is further amplified in the case of  sparingly soluble nanoforms. Further information on these issues is provided in the Section 1.1.1 on Sample Preparation
	yes	done 
	314	CEFIC	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	21	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 21-33]
ASASP is in contact with OECD to support an improved TG 105. @Jürgen Nolde, I guess you have more details here…
	No	what do you mean here- For PEG short  input
	157	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	22	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 22-24]
Might be clearer to write that OECD GD 318 describes the possibility and limits of TG 105 (and GD 29) for dissolution testing with relevance for envionment.
	partially	implemented as per comment
	158	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	25	Editorial: Add "Section" in the parentheses
	yes	done 
	23	EFSA	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	28	EFSA Guidance on Particle_TR recomends to measure solubility using OECD TG105 complemented with ultrafiltration with a membrane in range of 3-10 kDa. 
	yes	thank you implemented
	159	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	28	Information is missing, why it is not applicable. It is already said, that it is not applicable
	partially	modified to clarify the applicability of OECD TG 105. to be discussed with modifications on the section
	161	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	29	Editorial: upper case S in "section"
	yes
	160	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	29	Section 2.1.1 of which document?
	yes	full reference added
	162	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	30	How relevant is the information for that chapter as it is on solubility and not dissolution rate?. Could be deleted
	yes	deleted informaiton on applicability of OECD TG 105 as further developed.
	278	Croplife Europe	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	31	Remove the extra space between sentences.  
	yes
	33	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	32	Suggest to remove this statement as it conflcits with an earlier statement that OECD TG 105 is not considered adequate for nanoform testing (lines 28-29 on this page). Furthermore, if it is known that a nanoform is "water soluble and has a high dissolution rate" using OECD TG 105 will not provide additional information.
	yes	addressed
	301	Croplife Europe	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	32	Use of OECD TG 105 "may still be of value for nanoforms that are water soluble" is somewhat circular, given this is what the method should determine. Instead it might be helpful to suggest to draw conclusions from the chemical structure and observed behaviour of the bulk material. For example, an ionic solid (e.g. NaCl) that in bulk form is water soluble, it is reasonable to draw conclusions on behaviour and species formed on dissolution for a nanoscale form. A molecular solid (e.g. naphthalene), or crystaline covalent network solid which is poorly soluble in bulk (e.g. silica) might require more careful consideration. Similarly, there needs to be careful consideration of what is measured in the experiment: nanoparticles themselves or dissolution of constituents e.g. metal ions, molecules, smaller MWt fragments etc.
	partially	redrafted, to be discussed in PEG (e.g. treshold of 100mg/L)
	326	Eurometaux	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	35	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 35-43]
Apart from reporting the limitations of the original standard OECD GD 29 guideline, it should also be mentioned that the principles of the OECD GD 29 transformation/dissolution protocol can be adapted (and have been proven in several examples now) for the study of solubility and dissolution rate of metallic nanomaterials. In contrast to the still to be developed solubility guidelines, there is extensive experience with this test for nanomaterials. Chronic (28 days) and screening (24h) OECD GD 29 Transformation Dissolution tests have been requested by member states in the substance evaluation of metal nanomaterials (Ag and ZnO) and adequate results were successfully obtained. The selection of relevant test materials, test media, filter equipment and especially proper analytics to identify the dissolved and dispersed fractions are key in using the OECD GD 29 protocol for nanomaterials. Considering this experience, OECD GD 29 is for inorganics at this stage the only proven valid option for the testing of solubility of metallic nanomaterials. The 28 day static OECD GD 29 test can also be used to determine the dissolution rate because it meaures the dissolved concentrations at various moments over the 28 day testing period.
	N/A	a part of this comment in included in the modified version.  although it is acknowledged the use of 28 days is not recgnised as valid. a more general PEG discussion will be held on the applicability of OECD GD 29 and TG 105 for nanoforms and under which conditions
	34	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	42	Typo: "um" should be "µm".
	yes	modified as per comment
	163	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	42	Typo: it needs to be µm and not um
	yes	modified as per comment
	35	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	45	Suggest to clarify:
"In the OECD GD 318: [21] OECD GD 29 [40] and other several TGs have […]"
	partially	reference added
	164	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	45	"," instead of ":"
	no	changed
	362	NO	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	45	correct to OECD GD 29
	yes	changed
	165	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	45	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 45-47]
This is kind of redundant to lines 21ff. Instead you may rephrase line 45 to 49 as follows: "OECD GD 318 furthermore gives guidance on the application of GD 29 and other TGs for measuring water solubility and dissolution rate of nanomaterials in environmental media". Or put the mentioning of the GD 318 more upward and in a more general way.
	yes	rephrased
	166	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	46	Don`t use "biological media" as the GD 318 did not review other TGs and GDs for their applicability to determine water solubility and dissolution rate of nanomaterials in biological media but under environmental relevant conditions. 
	yes	modified as per comment
	363	NO	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	51	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 51-54]
Sentence should be divided to be more clear. 
	no	sentence deleted
	167	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	51	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 51-54]
Actually, figure 1 of GD 318 then recommends to change from batch test to dynamic testing if the batch test does not deliver sufficient information to decide on dissolution. Furthermore, how relevant is the sentence for the chapter, as it is on solubility and not on dissolution rate.
	partially	rephrased
	36	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	54	Suggest to clarify that Figure 1 refers to the figure in this ECHA Guidance, and not a figure in OECD GD 318.
Alternatively, the reference to the figure could be removed here, as the figure is not directly explaining the issue of repeating a batch test.
	no	sentence deleted
	168	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	55	"When a nanoform is fully dissolved in a solubility screening test in relevant time duration, as referred to in OECD GD 318, it…" as this is what is said in GD 318.
	yes	implemented as per comment
	302	Croplife Europe	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	56	The reference here to "particles" is confusing: particles as defined here are always present (for example molecules, etc meet the definition). As commented, it is possible in some cases for nanopaticles to be dissolved in the thermodynamic sense (no different to (large) molecular solutes). Depending on the chemistry of the nanoparticle, they can also dissolve more classically to constituent atoms or molecules. A careful assessment of what chemical species are present and may be expected on dissolution, and solubility of the bulk material, can conclusions be drawn on a nanoform solubility experiement. A soluble material would be expected to undergo some process of interaction with the solvent during solubilization - swelling, ionization, change in energy (heating/cooling), etc accompanied by some change (loss or gain) in primary particle size - whereas a dispersion would potentially involve dissolution of agglomerates.
	no	for PEG discussion on the solubility in pure water and relevant media threshold and dissolution rate for nanotesting strategy.
	364	NO	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	56	Only end of a paranthesis, no start. should probably be "(i.e. no particles present).
	yes	 parenthesis removed
	169	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	17	1	delete "human health" as GD 318 is considering environmental media where dissolution might be different from those in human biological fluids. To what TG is "parent guidance" refering to? Any TG needed to assess environmental relevant fate and effect endpoints? 
	yes	rephrased
	170	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	17	2	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 2-5]
Sentence is unclear. What cannot be neglegted?
	no	rephrased
	37	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	17	15	Please replace "i.e." by the more appropriate "e.g.".
	yes	changed as per comment
	38	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	17	16	The brackett at the end is redundant.
	yes	deleted
	367	NO	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	17	16	Typo correction: Please remove the ")" after the "tests" in line 16.
	yes	deleted
	39	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	17	22	Suggest to clarify the project references:
Currently, no test guideline is available for determining the dissolution rate of nanomaterials although some projects are working on developing specific TG (OECD WNT projects 3.10 “Dissolution Rate of Nanomaterials in Water and in environmental media” and 1.5 on “Determination of Solubility and Dissolution Rate of Nanomaterials in Water and Relevant Synthetic Biological Media) for dissolution rate of nanomaterials in water and biological media (OECD WNT projects 1.5 “Determination of solubility and dissolution rate of nanomaterials in water and relevant synthetic biological media”) or and in environmental media (OECD WNT projects 3.10 “Dissolution rate of nanomaterials in aquatic environment”).
	yes	implemented as per comment
	315	CEFIC	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	17	22	Question how to implement disolution rate as "Currently, no test guideline is available for determining the dissolution rate of nanomaterials". Please explain which tests, Tindal, DLS, TEM? 
	partially	the text below specified that for some NFs available TGs can be used following GD 318 advice hence considered unecessary to provide further info here
	327	Eurometaux	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	17	22	As mentioned in comment 5 on water solubility, the 28 day static OECD GD 29 test can be used to determine the dissolution rate of metal nanomaterials because it meaures the dissolved concentrations at various time points over a 28 day testing period. The experience with this test setup should be mentioned in this section, next to the ongoing work on developing specific OECD TG.
	no	A 24h test is recommended. To be discussed in PEG
	171	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	17	24	The current title of WNT 3.10 project is "Dissolution rate of nanomaterials in the aquatic environment"
	yes	implemented (linked to comment 39)
	172	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	17	28	change to "provides additional guidance for available TGs…" as "adapt" seems not the right word here. 
	yes	modified as per comment
	173	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	17	29	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 29-34]
Please reconsider the place of the text in the chapter.
	yes	text moved  down in this section
	5	ECETOC	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1 	17	31	"analytical methods are lacking precision" is not generally true, depending on the test item substance. Better state "analytical methods may lack precision".
	yes	 implemented  (sentence moved down in this section)
	316	CEFIC	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	17	35	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 35-36]
Need to clarify what to do in case the testing strategy does not work "The testing strategy proposed in OECD GD 318 aids at determining when nano specific testing is required"
	partially	A clarification  on what to do when no TG/GD is available is now provided in the text.
	174	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	17	35	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 35-36]
It is unclear why the figure is stated here or what sould be stated. Is it to use it for assessing dissolution rate of for the general testing of nanomaterials (which might not be the appropriate place in this document). Please be aware that GD 318 addresses dissolution and dispersion stability in the environmental context.
	?	A modified figure1 (based on fig from OECD GD 318) will be introduced and brought for discussion at PEG
	93	IT	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	18	1	Suggest to add in the text the explanation of the footnotes present in Figure 1, as in OECD GD 318: # Potential dissolved fraction is below detection limit; ‡ All relevant mass of the investigated nanomaterial is in the dissolved fraction; and * The evidence takes relevant time scales into account. 
	?	to be implemented  at the extent needed, based on reformulated fig 1 (see previous comment)
	175	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	18	2	Please use the original figure caption as used in GD 318 the strategy includes both dissolution and dispersion stability data ("Testing strategy buiding on dissolution and dispersion stability data"). Furthermore, without information from the origianl figure caption the meaning of various symbols in the figure (#, ‡,*) are unclear for the reader.
	?	same as above
	176	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	18	5	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 5-6]
"Regarding dissolution, a static batch mode (screening test, adapted from OECD GD 29) and a dynamic flow through mode (based on ISO TR 19057) are descibed in OECD GD 318 for environmental relevant conditions are used as reference methods"
	yes	implemented as per comment
	177	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	18	10	"...for static batch mode based on as a screening test,…"
	yes	implemented as per comment
	40	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	18	23	Typo: "precludes" should be "includes"
	partially	modified as per comment below
	94	IT	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	18	23	Please check if the term "preclude" should be rather replaced by the term "imply/involve" in the sentence in the range line 23 page 18 - line2 pag.19: The dynamic method is performed in a flow-through system. This method precludesimply/involve the use of a test medium delivered at constant flow rate through a compartment which entraps the  nanoparticles, i.e. using ultrafiltration membranes. The rationale is that "preclude" means "exclude" and it seems not adequate here.
	yes	modified as per comment
	328	Eurometaux	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	18	Figure 1	There is at this moment no valid jsutification to mention this testing strategy in this guidance document. The scheme from the OECD GD 318 is merely theoretical and lacks experimental validation for real cases as is normally requested for any new testing methodology. Moreover its fit for purpose has therefore not been demonstrated yet. To ensure a level-playing field, guidance should always be based validated frameworks . Experience from an extensive test programme for ZnO nanoforms learns that all information on dissolution and disperion stability did not add any conlusive information for the nanotesting strategy. As mentioned under our comment 2,  characterisation of the actual exposure forms (dissolved, dispersed, aggregated) during the ecotoxicity testing remains critical for proper interpretation of the test results. All available information on dissolution rate and dispersion stability of the nanoforms did not yield additional information for interpretation of the results.
Moreover, a discussion on when a nanoform can be considered as "fully dissolved" must also consider the implications for the risk assessment. The toxicity of the corresponding dissolved ions must also be taken into account here. Dissolved concentrations significantly above the acute or chronic ERVs and/or PNEC/NOECs for the soluble metal ions do not allow to establish any specific nano effect if occurring, given masked by the acute or chronic toxicity effect of the soluble ion. Only under condition of no/low toxicity of the dissolved fraction, any potential nano-specific effect may be identified if relevant.
Given all these uncertainties and shortcoming of the propsed testing strategy, we strongly recommend to remove Figure 1 from this guidance document.
	partially	the figure will be modified to include relevant information such as acceptable TGs, test conditions and solubility thresholds. furhtermore, the text was extensively revised to bring clarity on what is required to fulfil REACH information requirements and how to proceed when applicable TG/GD are missing. Test relevance to other endpoint testing is also mentioned where appropriate. 
	41	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	19	2	"Nevertheless" appears redundant here.
	yes	modified as per comment
	6	ECETOC	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1 	19	8	the analytical method needs to detect the dissolved ions of molecules, not the nanoform. Revise to "further specific considerations to the quantification of the dissolved substance (as ions or molecules) are needed."
	partially	as available methods are able to detect the (solid) NFs we consider the proposed modification not fully correct/relevant. Further clarification was added, under brackets, in this sentence. Unfortunately, OECD guidance on NM analytics is still under development and cannot be further addressed in R.7.a at the moment
	42	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	19	9	"for" appears redundant here.
	yes	deleted
	178	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	19	9	delete "for"
	yes	deleted
	317	CEFIC	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	19	9	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 9-10]
Nevertheless, experience showed that for both screening and dynamic dissolution 9 tests may be applicable to nanoforms within a solubility range 0.1 to 10mg/L.  (This level for applicability of the method seems very low as 100 mg/l is regarded as threshold for insoluble substances.)
	no	GD 318 states 'From current experiences the dynamic test would be suggested if the solubility of the nanomaterial is between 0.1 and 10 mg/L.' (para 30) and under WS we propose to clarify that solubility theshold is 100mg/L therefore the sentence was deleted
	95	IT	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	19	10	Propose to add the word "from", t line 10, between the word "range" and the number "0.1"
	yes	implemented as per comment
	395	DG GROW	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	19	14	Sentence on solubility is not correct. Should read: 'Dissolution rate can be determined from a graph showing solubility (as ionic concentration in mg/L) as a function of time.'
	yes	implemented as per comment
	371	NO	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	19	16	Would concentration be a better term than mass here?
	no	wording is considered correct and in agreement with GD 318 (para 34)
	7	ECETOC	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1 	19	20	agree on the scientific content, but in practice several parameters are not accessible nor tabulated. The conversion formula is hence of little practical value.
	N/A	this formula can be used to modulate dissolution. although experimental data would be prefered, prediction is a valid adaptation possibility and for that reason the formula was introduced. 
	179	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	19	26	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 26-29]
Please rephrase and shift that sentence as with the current formulation and placing it implies tht GD 318 discusses biological media.
	yes	  rephrased and proposal to add refs stated in the GD doc
	43	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	19	27	Please provide reference(s) for the statement "applicability has already been successfully demonstrated"
	yes	sentence was rephrased and reference added
	180	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	19	28	Editorial: change gastro fluids) to gastro fluids,
	yes	parenthesis removed 
	370	NO	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	19	28	Only end of a paranthesis, no start. should probably be "(i.e. in lung and gastro fluids).
	yes	parenthesis removed 
	96	IT	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	19	29	Suggest to add Reference in the text in lines 29-30: In addition, the OECD WNT 1.5. project will provide a specific GD 29 to determine dissolution in biological media and water [26].
	yes	reference to OECD WNT added
	44	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	19	35	Suggest to clarify that these "key parameters" can influence dissolution behaviour to make clear why these parameters should be evaluated.
	no	sentence was rephrased for clarity, as per comment
	368	NO	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	19	35	Propose that "ionic fraction" be replaced by "ionic strength" in line 35 as the term ionic fraction is not clear what it refers to (it was previously used to refer to the amount of dissolved material during dissolution).
	yes	implemented as per comment
	181	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	19	35	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 35-37]
"For environmental media, the impact of key parameters such as pH, ionic fraction or suspended particulate matter should be evaluated carefully when testing dissolution,  dispersion and agglomeration of nanoforms."
	yes	deleted as per comment
	182	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	19	39	Contradiction: "Alternatively, OECD TG 105 is also considered to be potentially adaptable to determine dissolution rates." contradicts the previous statement in sub-section 1.2.1 page 16, line 28 "However, the method recommended in OECD TG 105 is not considered adequate for nanoform testing."
	partially	text regarding TG 105 under section WS was rephrased to clarify that it is considered applicable hence it is now not considered to be contradictory
	369	NO	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	19	42	Propose that the "have" be replaced by "has".
	yes	modified as per comment
	318	CEFIC	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.2 Waiving of water solubility	1.2.1.2	19	45	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 45-51]
this is not sufficent as it is not clear what to do in case dynamic testing
comment. How the word "insoluble" should be understood here ?
	partially	section WS was revised providing further info which addresses partially the comment regarding 'insolubility' and cross-ref to that section is now provided here
	279	Croplife Europe	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.2 Waiving of water solubility	1.2.1.2	20	5	Consider whether "solubility" is meant in the phrase "based on high insolubility" to determine the appropriateness of a waiver.
	partially	the sentence was modified to fit with the col2 and use from REACH and cross reference to Section 1.2.1 on WS was added. section 1.2.1 gives now clear info on solubility thresholds for NFs
	183	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.2 Waiving of water solubility	1.2.1.2	20	7	Editorial: lower case s in "See" and upper case S in "section"
	yes	modified as per comment
	303	Croplife Europe	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/wate
1.2.2.1 Applicability of partition coefficient n-octanol/water	1.2.2.1	20	17	Different behaviour may only be expected if the nanoparticles are not soluble in either phase. If soluble, then same partitioning behaviour as normal is expected. Same comment for equilibrium partitioning.
	yes	thanks, 'undissolved' added to clarify
	45	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/wate
1.2.2.1 Applicability of partition coefficient n-octanol/water	1.2.2.1	20	26	The validity of statements in this paragraph can be argued. A more general statement may be more appropriate, e.g. "If it is shown that the the presence of particles can be excluded the parent guidance will apply." 

If reference to dissolution is maintained, the relevant medium should be clearly stated and explicitly mentioning both water and octanol could be considered, e.g:

If it is shown that the nanoform is highly (almost) fully dissolved in water, as explained under Section 1.2.1, and the presence of particles can be excluded the parent guidance will apply. Taking into account the above, measurement of n-octanol/water partition coefficient may still be of value for organic nanoforms and organic coated nanoforms that are soluble in water soluble and have a high dissolution rate in water, although in such cases n-octanol/water partition coefficient of the solute(s) appears more relevant than that of the nanoforms.
	yes	this clarification was added in the text. 
	184	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/wate
1.2.2.1 Applicability of partition coefficient n-octanol/water	1.2.2.1	20	26	"If it is shown tha the nanoform is highly soluble dissoved, as explained…"
	partially	rephrased as per comment 45 above
	329	Eurometaux	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/wate
1.2.2.1 Applicability of partition coefficient n-octanol/water	1.2.2.1	20	26	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 26-30]
It must be explained when and why nanoforms can be considered as 'highly dissolved' for this purpose as well asn the applicability domain on when log Kow can still be considered relevant (eg organic forms). The present text leaves a lot of uncertainty.
	no	rephrased as per comment 45 above
	185	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/wate
1.2.2.1 Applicability of partition coefficient n-octanol/water	1.2.2.1	20	27	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 27-30]
What is the added information in comparison to the prior sentence?
	no	modified based on comment 45 above
	186	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.2 Waiving of partition coefficient n-octanol/water for nanoforms	1.2.2.2	20	46	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 46-52]
The previous paragraph and the next paragraph is on waiving Kow or the requirement to use other data insteat of Kow. It is proposed to rearrange the order of paragraphs.
	yes	text rearranged 
	187	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.2 Waiving of partition coefficient n-octanol/water for nanoforms	1.2.2.2	20	54	"When the Kow is not applicable, the dispersion stability test according to OECD TG 318 [25] has to be performed." The OECD TG 318 tests the dispersion stability of nanomaterials in simulated environmental media. Hence, it forsees the application of natural organic matter (NOM). However, NOM is likely to affect the stability of the dispersion. Thus it is uncertain whether this information is applicable to HH studies.
	partially	 text was rearranged to explain why 318 is applicable, however bioconcentration is not the most appropriate word
	188	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.2 Waiving of partition coefficient n-octanol/water for nanoforms	1.2.2.2	20	54	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 54-55]
Please shift the sentence next to p 20 l 42-44.
	no	text was rearragned based on previous comments but not implemented as commented.
	330	Eurometaux	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.2 Waiving of partition coefficient n-octanol/water for nanoforms	1.2.2.2	20	54	There is a discrepencey between lines 54-55 on page 20, stating that "When the Kow is not applicable, the dispersion stability test according to OECD TG 318 [25] has to be performed." and line 1 from page 21 stating that "the use of the dispersion stability alone does not fulfil the Kow information requirement". Can this be clarified? More guidance is needed on the relevance of the results of the dispersion stability test and their use in hazard, exposure and risk assesment of nanomaterials. Such relevance should be based on validated evidence which is presently lacking.
	partially	sentence was deleted and text rephrased to clarify. 
	97	IT	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.2 Waiving of partition coefficient n-octanol/water for nanoforms	1.2.2.2	21	1	Suggest to join the sentences in lines 1-4 as follow:
Thus, the use of the dispersion stability alone does not fulfil the Kow information requirement., And the use of dispersion stability and cannot be applied (in isolation) to waive other tests such as bioaccumulation.
	yes	sentences were rephrased and deleted to clarify
	189	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.2 Waiving of partition coefficient n-octanol/water for nanoforms	1.2.2.2	21	1	Please rephrase the sentence to "It should be demonstrated why Kow is not applicable." and shift it next to p 20 l 42-44.
	partially	partially implemented
	280	Croplife Europe	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.2 Waiving of partition coefficient n-octanol/water for nanoforms	1.2.2.2	21	2	Consider removing this space.
	yes	modified
	190	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.2 Waiving of partition coefficient n-octanol/water for nanoforms	1.2.2.2	21	3	"And the use of dispersion stability cannot be applied (in isolation) to waive other tests such as bioaccumulation." The reasoning for the placement of the statement when discussing waiving of partition coefficient n-octanol/water for nanoforms is not obvious also in view that dispersion stability is disscused in the following sub-section, sub-section 1.2.2.3.
	partially	indeed dispersion comes in following Section therefore a cross-ref was added in the text to clarify 
	281	Croplife Europe	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.2 Waiving of partition coefficient n-octanol/water for nanoforms	1.2.2.2	21	4	Consider adding a space between paragraphs.  
	yes	modified as per comment
	191	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.2 Waiving of partition coefficient n-octanol/water for nanoforms	1.2.2.2	21	5	Editorial: upper case S in "section"
	yes	modified as per comment
	192	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.2 Waiving of partition coefficient n-octanol/water for nanoforms	1.2.2.2	21	5	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 5-8]
The intention of the first sentence is unclear. Do you mean that these parapemters should be consideres as further information to waive other tests like bioaccumulation? Please specify. 
	partially	to be briefly discussed in PEG  how and which further parameters could be used. cross linking to following sub section added
	193	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.2 Waiving of partition coefficient n-octanol/water for nanoforms	1.2.2.2	21	7	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 7-8]
Actually, the models listed in Appendix 1 are alternatvie fate models which may support decision making instead of applying Kow, Koc, however, cannot be see as 1:1 alternative models to Kow, Koc nor to use them for waiving based on current knowledge. Please rephrase to exclude misinterpretation.
	yes	Reworded as per comment. Also there is a list of A list of the models and specific parameters under development suggested as alternative methods to Kow and Koc as alternative fate descriptors but sufficient validation is still pending (is available in Appendix 1). to be discussed in PEG with Ads/Des endpoint
	46	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability	1.2.2.3	21	17	Suggest to clarify that dispersion stability can not directly be related to log Kow and that "additional properties may be needed" (instead of "other properties may be used". Neither of the properties mentioned are likely to be sufficient to predict fate tand transport in the environment.
	yes	implemented as per comment
	194	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability	1.2.2.3	21	17	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 17-18]
"Annex VII proposes requires to use determine dispersion stability for nanoforms, …."  Furthermore, the intention of the sentence is not clear. Also, for other chemicals other fate/behviour data is needed beside Kow (or alternatives) to discribe fate and behaviour in ist whole. It would be naive to expect that dispersion stability will do so for nanomaterials.
	partially	partially implemented
	195	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability	1.2.2.3	21	19	Dissolution (rate) is missing in the list of relevant environmental behaviour.
	yes	modified as per comment
	196	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability	1.2.2.3	21	21	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 21-22]
TG 318/GD 318 does not measure agglomeration. It measures the stability of the dispersion as an results of the agglomeration and sedimentation.
	yes	modified as per comment
	8	ECETOC	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability	1.2.2.3 	21	23	"as per GD318" is this a typo for "as per TG318" ?
	partially	in fact both are meant.
	9	ECETOC	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability	1.2.2.3 	21	23	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 23-26]
Might also be reasonable to consider coducting the oecd 318 in the respective test media (e.g., M4, OECD, AAP…) 
	partially	this is now covered in the second paragraph of this section
	197	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability	1.2.2.3	21	23	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 23-25]
Actutally GD 318 doesnt say when it is "more suitable" to test soil and sediment it says that is such cases these become relevant. Furthermore TG 312 is not on sediment toxicity.
	partially	sentence rephrased. 
	47	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability	1.2.2.3	21	28	For a borader applicability of the statement, it is suggested to replace "ionic content" by "solute content".
	yes	modified as per comment
	198	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability	1.2.2.3	21	28	Editorial: upper case S in "section"
	yes	modified as per comment
	10	ECETOC	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability	1.2.2.3 	21	31	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 31-37]
agree that the dispersion stability in the ecotoxicity test media is most relevant. We propose that the testing in the relevant ecotoxicity test media (close to pH7, water hardness and ionic strength in the range of 1 to 10mM Ca) should take precedence over testing the TG318 media at pH4 and pH9.
	no	sentence was deleted. But various pHs are requested under TG and furthermore pH 7 is not representative of the various environmentally relevant pHs found also in the environment
	11	ECETOC	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability	1.2.2.3 	21	31	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 31-37]
Information on dispersion stability in the respective test media is even more important when assessing DS in the different nano stock dispersions 
	no	(linked to comments 10 and 199) as stock dispersion preparation was moved under sample preparation we do nto see what is meant here
	199	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability	1.2.2.3	21	31	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 31-37]
It seems that the paragaph is not in the correct chapter.
	yes	paragraph modified and moved under section 1.1.1.1 
	332	Eurometaux	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability	1.2.2.3	21	31	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 31-37]
The assessment of the stability of dispersions in stock solutions is indeed critical for proper preparation of treatment doses in fate or (eco)tox tests. However, there is no experimental evidence to conclude that the OECD TG 318 is the best method for this because analysis must be done at a time-frame relevant for preparation of dilutions or treatments (e.g. immediately after dispersion) and not after a standard 6h period as prescribed by the TG 318. Moreover, the amount dispersed may not be sufficient and further characterisation of the stock solution is absolutely needed (e.g. particle size, dissolution, ...). Furthermore this paragraph should  be moved to section 1.1.1 on sample preparation.
	partially	modfied partially as the paragraph on stock dispersion was moved under sample preparation for eoctox testing the remaining part was modified to clarify the applicability
	200	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability	1.2.2.3	21	39	Proposal to use "simulated environmental media" instead of "aquatic media" in oder to avoid misinterpretation with aquatic ecotoxicity testing media. Furthermore, the sentence is correct for the screening test, while in the extended test there are conditions without NOM.
	yes	 implemented
	201	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability	1.2.2.3	21	44	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 44-46]
TG 318 is on dispersion stability (based on agglomeration/sedimentation) but not on attachment to something else or dissolution. The results of the TG are primary to address the endpoint dispersion stability but can also be used to define a testing stragegy. 
	partially	to be discussed in PEG 
	12	ECETOC	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability
Homoagglomeration	1.2.2.3 	21	49	Homoagglomeration is also dependent on the applied concentration. Consideration of realistic test concentrations of the nanomaterial with regards to homoagglomeration might help improve interpretation. While within chronic exposure scenarios lower tested concentrations '(e.g. up to 10 mg/L) might possess a lower potential for homoagglomeration, relative to concentrations used in acute studies (up to 100 mg/L). 
	N/A	it is considered that for dispersion stability testing a fixed number of particles should be used, for comparison purposes
	202	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability
Homoagglomeration	1.2.2.3	21	51	"In case" instead of "when"
	yes	implemented
	98	IT	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability
Homoagglomeration	1.2.2.3	21	52	Suggest to allign the text in lines 52-54 with the wording used in the cited OECD TG 318 , as follow:  The test guideline OECD 318 is designed to determine homoagglomeration; i.e. particle-particle attachment of nanomaterials in ecotoxicological simulated environmental test media; 
	yes	implemented
	203	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability
Homoagglomeration	1.2.2.3	21	52	"OECD TG 318" instead of "The test guideline OECD 318"
	yes	implemented
	204	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability
Homoagglomeration	1.2.2.3	21	53	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 53-55]
This is not fully correct. TG 318 descibes how to determine the endpoint dispersion stability based on homoagglomeration (it does not measure agglomeration directy) under environmental relevant conditions". In principle, the method can be performed also with test media or natural water, which is stated in GD 318.
	yes	rephrased to clarify
	331	Eurometaux	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability	1.2.2.3	21	whole section	In our experience, the relevance of the results from a standard dispersion stability test according to OECD TG 318 for hazard, exposure and risk assessment is very poor. The results from an extensive project on dispersion stability according to OECD TG 318 for ZnO nanoforms did not yield useful information for hazard, exposure and risk assessment. As mentioned in our comments 2 and 7, the results from this test does not provide any help in sample preparation or interpretation of hazard data. Furthermore, no fate parameters can be derived from the standard OECD TG 318 for the exposure assessment. The results from this test demonstrated that the TG 318 was only judged useful in the discussion of grouping of nanoforms, which is not in the scope of this guidance. Tier 2 of this test also did not add significantly to the information already gathered under Tier 1. Therefore, we can only conclude to strongly limit the description of this test guideline and focus the discussion of this test on the (lack of) proven relevance for chemical safety assessment of nanomaterials.
	no	We do not think as written for comment 199 that this is discarding the OECD TG 318 it is based on ZnO and it is not validated for other substances. Taking one testing strategy and making it a generality is not implementable as advice.
	205	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability
Homoagglomeration	1.2.2.3	22	1	"As for the dissolution test, the dispersion stability test follows a 2-tier approach…" Please delete as it implies that the TG 318 has a tiered approach like or because of GD 29 (if you mean that with "dissolution test").
	yes	deleted 
	207	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability
Homoagglomeration	1.2.2.3	22	25	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 25-30]
Please rewrite as it currently could be read as if the extended test provides data on density of the tested nanomaterials. However, this is not the tested endpoint. Instead the extended test allows a differentiation of settling behaviour (which is due to certain NM properties, e.g. density), over time. 
	yes	rephrased to clarify
	206	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability
Homoagglomeration	1.2.2.3	22	26	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 26-27]
The extended test would also provide information on the type of sedimentation processes of nanoparticles, with regards to density, as shown explained in Figure 2 below.
	partially	sentence modified but not as per recommendation here (linked to 207)
	208	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability
Figure 2
	1.2.2.3	22	32	figure caption: The figure shows the testing procedure and simplified graphs of the test results from both screening and extended tests, but NOT the tiered testing approach (which is figure 2 of the TG 318)
	yes	implemented and figure heading is explained further to comment provided
	209	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability
Homoagglomeration	1.2.2.3	23	24	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 24-29]
The use of SRNOM is already part of TG 318. To state in line 21, GD 318 gives further consideration is therefore wrong regarding this issue.
	yes	deleted
	13	ECETOC	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability
Homoagglomeration	1.2.2.3 	23	34	correct format 10^12 (superscript)	yes	implemented as per comment
	48	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability
Homoagglomeration	1.2.2.3	23	34	Editorial: replace "1012" by "1012", i.e. 12 should be in superscript.
	yes	implemented as per comment
	210	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability
Homoagglomeration	1.2.2.3	23	34	"12" needs to be in superscript, otherwise it reads that 1012 particles per litre should be used. Furthermore, this is already staed in TG 318, GD 318 gives further considerations.
	partially	implemented as per comment
	211	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability
Homoagglomeration	1.2.2.3	24	1	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 1-2]
Editorial: add comma before and after "i.e. Zeta potential"
	yes	implemented
	14	ECETOC	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability
Heteroagglomeration	1.2.2.3 	24	6	How is this information used for ecotox testing? For instance, when comparing an OECD 202 with an OECD 211, heteroaggregation of the nanoform with SPM might have greater impact on the NMs fate and behaviour for the 211 (addition of algae etc.) than for the 202, i.e. if a NM is considered prone to heteroagglomeration, it might not be a property worth to consider for ecotox testing, depending on the study type.	no	(similar to below) see answer next comment
	15	ECETOC	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability
Heteroagglomeration	1.2.2.3 	24	6	Heteroagglomeration might be useful to determine the fate of Nanomaterial and to get an understandig in which environmental compartments Nanomaterials could end up. However, it is an unuselful endpoint in aquatic hazard assessment. It has no influence in the assessment of the toxicity of a nanomaterial. Especially, since in aquatic testing the test conditions should be chosen to achieve a maximal stable dispersion to test the worst-case considerations.
	no	we consider that the heteroagglomeration, when tested in relevant media, provides a more realistic estimation of the sedimentation potential of the NF aiding at deciding the most suitable ecotox study design and tried to clarify this in the corresponding text on heteroagglomeration
	212	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability
Heteroagglomeration	1.2.2.3	24	9	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 9-10]
instead of refering to "hazard evaluation", please change to "…to be investigated for determining environmental fate processes under more natural conditions". Whithin hazard evaluation, i.e. considering fate processes in e.g. ecotox testing, I assume that heteroagglomeration may play a role as well, but hard to examine and not might not be needed to be dertmined at least for stable test dispersion.
	partially	modifications were implemented with regard to the applicability with some reinforcement of the relevance of the measurement
	372	NO	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability
Heteroagglomeration	1.2.2.3	24	11	Propose that "suspended particle matter" be replaced by "suspended particulate matter" which is the common term.
	yes	implemented
	213	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability
Heteroagglomeration	1.2.2.3	24	15	delete "and hazard" as from alpha hetero it is not possible to evaluate hazards. Furthermore, the methods provide information on heteroagglomeration but not for other fate aspects. Therefore the sentence seems to be somehow overstated. 
	yes	implemented
	214	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability
Heteroagglomeration	1.2.2.3	24	18	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 18-23]
The pararaph seems mixed up. It is proposed to split it and shift parts of it to more appropriate sections.
	partially	implemented and further clarified based on next comments
	373	NO	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability
Heteroagglomeration	1.2.2.3	24	20	Propose that "attachment affinity" be replaced by "attachment affinity for heteroaggregation" to provide more clarity
	yes	implemented
	374	NO	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability
Heteroagglomeration	1.2.2.3	24	20	Suggest that the terminology is harmonised throughout the document, in line 20 it is mentioned "attachment affinity" while in the rest of the document it is stated "attachment efficiency"
	yes	implemented
	215	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability
Heteroagglomeration	1.2.2.3	24	20	subscript "hetero" and "1/2"
	yes	implemented
	24	EFSA	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability
Heteroagglomeration	1.2.2.3	24	29	The presentation is confusing, please check or replace the simbols by words
	yes	implemented
	375	NO	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability
Heteroagglomeration	1.2.2.3	24	29	Sentence is not very clear, suggest revising to:  fast heteroagglomeration = αhetero values that are >0.1 and <1, if <10% of the nanomaterials are left after 3 h
	yes	implemented
	216	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability
Heteroagglomeration	1.2.2.3	24	29	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 29-39]
Editorial: add space characters between the various <,>, ≤ and the numbers following
	yes	implemented
	376	NO	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability
Heteroagglomeration	1.2.2.3	24	34	Sentence is not very clear, suggest revising to:  intermediate heteroagglomeration = αhetero values that are >0.01 and <0.1
	yes	implemented as per comment
	25	EFSA	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability
Heteroagglomeration	1.2.2.3	24	39	Is the ≤0.1 value refered to alfa-hetero? If yes, you need to determine the value before doing the comparison. If this decision is linked to more than 10% of free nanoparticles left after 3h, please clarify.
	partially	changes made on previous comments. thresholds now set
	217	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability
Heteroagglomeration	1.2.2.3	24	39	subscript "hetero"
	yes	modified as per comment
	218	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability
Heteroagglomeration	1.2.2.3	25	16	add: "of heteroagglomeration" to "measurement"
	yes	modified as per comment
	219	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.3 Dispersion stability
Heteroagglomeration	1.2.2.3	25	34	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 34-35]
Regarding "indicative for bioaccumulation": Is it assumed here that SPM (and attached NM) will lbe taken up by environmental organisms in any case or not at all? Please specify. Furthermore, the impact of the type of SPM is not (only) relevant for bioaccumulation, but for fate assessment under natural conditions in general. Please take that into consideration.
	partially	Modifications were performed here and under previous paragraph
	49	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry	1.2.3	25	46	Suggest to clarify that it could be multiple registrants that provide the data, e.g. "registrant(s)"
	no	The reference is to joint submission and where the information is submitted jointly, only one registrant submits the information. Thus plural can be confusing.
	282	Croplife Europe	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry	1.2.3	25	46	Check spelling of "practise" versus "practice".  
	yes	Spelling mistake corrected.
	220	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry	1.2.3 	25	48	Please consider adding a phrase about the testing material, e.g.: the testing material needs to be unambiguously defined and characterised. 
	no	The test material characterisation is addressed in Section 1.1.1 and will not be repeated in this section.
	319	CEFIC	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry	1.2.3	25	50	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 50-52]
Comment: "Granulometry" by definition is only possible on the smallest "granule", ie physically independent particle. Therefore, for substances formed of fused or fractal primary structures, both the lengthscale of the primary structure (skeleton diameter) as well as the lengthscale of the secondary fractal structure ("Particle" = "granule") are important parameters and information. Moreover, many nanomaterials are highly agglomerated in the sales and application form and thus the description of the material as sold or used in the application is also important.
	no	The guidance provides what is expected as a minium to be reported in a registration dossier. The registrants are free to provide any addtional information they consider relevant for their nanoforms of a substance
	221	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry	1.2.3	25	55	"Thus, it is recommended to provide as a minimum the granulometry information of (all) the test material(s) used in tests to fullfil other Annex VII-X data requirements." The sentence should be rephrased for easier understanding, to read e.g. "Thus, it is recommended to provide as a minimum the granulometry information of (all) the test material(s) used in tests to fullfil information requirements according to Annex VII-X."
	Partially	Changed to format 'Thus, it is recommended to provide as a minimum the granulometry information of (all) the test material(s) used in tests to fullfil Annex VII-X information requirements.'
	50	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry	1.2.3	26	7	Typo: "The same applies […]"
	yes	Typo corrected.
	222	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry	1.2.3	26	8	Please consider adding the phrase: For sets of similar nanoforms this has  already  to be addressed and reported in the required justification for applying this concept.
	no	This guidance is about information requirements in accordance with Annex VII-X. The justification for set of nanoforms is Annex VI information requirement and thus out of scope of this guidance
	283	Croplife Europe	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry	1.2.3	26	9	Consider adding a space between paragraphs.  
	yes	Space added.
	51	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry	1.2.3	26	11	Typo: "[…] inahalation […]"
	yes	Typo corrected.
	284	Croplife Europe	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry	1.2.3	26	11	Check spelling of "inahalation".
	yes	Typo corrected.
	292	Croplife Europe	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry	1.2.3	26	11	Provide reference to guideline methods to be used for measuring aedrodynamic diameter.
	No	This information is provided in Section 1.2.3.1 Table 1 and Section 1.2.4.2 Table 2
	52	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry	1.2.3	26	18	Typo: "[…] inahalation […]"
	yes	Typo corrected.
	377	NO	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry	1.2.3	26	18	Correct word? Atmospheres - aerosols or exposure conditions?
	yes	See comment 378
	378	NO	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry	1.2.3	26	18	Suggest that "atmospheres" is replaced by "exposure conditions" to improve clarity 
	yes	athmopheres' replaced with 'exposure conditions'
	396	DG GROW	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry	1.2.3	26	19	An ISO TR is not a standard, it is a technical report.
	yes	Reference to standard removed
	53	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	26	33	Suggest to keep a close look on this draft TG, as it is anticipated to be endorsed by OECD WNT in April.
	N/A	Thank you for the comment. Indeed we follow the approval process of this guideline closely and we will align this document with the TG if required. 

	100	IT	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	26	33	Propose to simplify the text in lines 33-35  as follow: The methods specified in the OECD draft Test Guideline for particle size and particle size distribution of nanomaterials [55] and the method listed Table 1 can be used to measure the particle size size distribution of nanoforms to fulfil the Granulometry endpoint
	no	The proposal for amendment is not clear. In any event, 'and' is added between 'particle size' and 'size distribution'.
	99	IT	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	26	34	Propose to add the word "in", at line 34, between the words "listed" and "Table1" 
	yes	Typo corrected.
	54	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	26	35	Typo: "[…] particle size size distribution […]"
	yes	Typo corrected by adding 'and' between 'particle size' and 'size distribution'
	223	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	26	35	Either the word 'size' is doubled in the sentence, "...particle size size distribution..." or a comma or 'and' is missing. --> "...particle size and size distribution..." or "...particle size, size distribution..."
	yes	Typo corrected.
	379	NO	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	26	35	Suggest that a specification is added regarding the "particle size size distribution of nanoforms" since the section and Table 1 refers to airborne or nebulised particles. In order to improve clarity suggest that this is specified in the begininng of the 1.2.3.1 section and the title title as well.
	no	This is by default a Guidance for nanoforms. However, if the methods are not nanomaterial specific, the reference will be aligned to specify their domain of applicability
	380	NO	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	26	35	word size repeated
	yes	See comment 54
	224	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	26	36	"Under Section 1.2.4. Table 2 is also collecting methods to measure particles and can be consulted." The sentence should be rephrased for better understanding, e.g. "In Table 2, section 1.2.4, further methods to measure particles were collected."
	yes	Implemented as 'Also Table 2 in Section 1.2.4 can be consulted for some methods to measure particles'.  
	381	NO	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	26	43	I don't see what value this text has specifically to this section fo the document. This is more general text and, if decided it should be retained somewhere in the document, would sit more appropriately in the background/introduction section.
	yes	Agree. The paragraph deleted and similar paragraph from section 'Published data on granulometry' moved under section 1.2.3.
	397	DG GROW	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	26	45	safety hazard' is a pleonasm. All hazards are related to safety. Please specify a type of safety, or delete safety.
	yes	Implemented. See also comment 381.
	55	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	27	Table 1	Please repeat the heading rows of tables at each page to facilitate readability.
	yes	Implemented.
	56	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	27	Table 1	Suggest to be consistent in units, e.g. in the size range the current table includes microns, µm, and micrometer.
	yes	Implemented
	225	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	27	Table 1	Table 1, column "Material and size range"
SMPS: The measurement size range for SMPS is 3 - 800 nm or 3 nm - 115 micron? The reason for stating two upper limits of 800 nm and 115 micron is not clear.
	yes	The 115 microns is a typo and has been removed. The range has been updated to 1 nm-1micron, in line with the updated version of the guideline (ISO 15900:2020, which replaced ISO 15900:2009). In addition, the standard in the table has been replaced with the updated standard
	285	Croplife Europe	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	27	Table 1	It is unclear what the -115 microns means in the term "Size range: ~3 – 800 nm -115 microns".
  	yes	The 115 microns is a typo and has been removed. The range has been updated to 1 nm-1micron, in line with the updated version of the guideline (ISO 15900:2020, which replaced ISO 15900:2009). In addition, the standard in the table has been replaced with the updated standard
	382	NO	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	27	Table 1	In table 1, third line from the end suggest to spell out the abbreviation HARN
	yes	Implemented
	226	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	29	Table 1	Table 1, column "Method and details"
Laser scatter/diffraction: The restriction of the aspect ratio should be better written as 3:1 for non-spherical particles to raise awareness for elongated, fibre-like nanoforms.
	yes	Implemented
	227	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	30	Table 1	Table 1, column "Method and details"
Light scattering aerosol spectrometer (LSAS): The restriction of the aspect ratio should be better written as 3:1 for non-spherical particles to raise awareness for elongated, fibre-like nanoforms.
	yes	Implemented
	57	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	31	4	Suggest to clarify, e.g.:
"All particle size instrumentation to determine particle size have are limited to specific ranges of particle sizes that are determined limited by the principle of operation."
	Partially	Implemented as 'All instruments to determine particle size are limited to specific ranges of particle sizes depending on the principle of operation.'
	58	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	31	10	The statement "Depending on the number based particle size distribution the particle number concentration will be determined too low and particle counters with different valid lower size limit will give different particle number concentrations." is vary vague. Please clarify what the intention is here..
	yes	The sentence has been deleted.
	228	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	31	19	The chosen heading seems not to be ideal, as this section also addresses more/other topics. Please consider re-phrasing.
	yes	Agree. Part of the paragraphs moved under sections 1.2.3. and 1.2.3.1
	229	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	31	21	I am confused, is it possible to use published literature data for fullfilling the data requirement of measuring the particle size? This is an Annex VI 2.4 data requirement and it was my understanding that this information needs per se be provided for the specific nanoform, which should be registered. Could you please clarify?
	no	This is a Guidance for Annex VII-X information requirements. In principle, if information on a specific nanoform is published, that information can be used to fulfil information requirement.
	60	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	31	23	Typo: "[…] repeated dose toxicity […]
	yes	p.31 l.53. Part of the paragraph moved to Section 1.2.3 but this part deleted as similar information is already in section 1.2.3.
	16	ECETOC	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	31	24	add that in published literature, one needs to check if the methods are compliant with the present guidance, and if the published results refer to constituent particles or to agglomerates
	yes	Following text added: 'This includes ensuring that the test material is well identified and characterised and that the used method is described in details and, where applicable, the test is carried out in accodance with the test guidelines. It should be also clear if the measured particle size corresponds to the constituent particle size and/or agglomerates and aggregates.'
	230	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	31	27	Section R.7.1.14.3 is not available in this document or the previous version of the document (Status: Version 3.0 from October 2021; Appendix R7-1 for nanomaterials applicable to Chapter R7a Endpoint specific guidance). Accordingly, the full reference or information where to find the cited references should be given.
	N/A	Information corresponding the information in this paragraph is already in section 1.2.3. and therefore, the whole pagraph has been deleted.
	59	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	31	29	Typo: "It is also […]
	N/A	Information corresponing the information in this paragraph is already in section 1.2.3. and therefore, the whole pagraph has been deleted.
	101	IT	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	31	29	Propose to replace "as" with "is" at line 29, between the words "it" and "also"
	yes	Information corresponing the information in this paragraph is already in section 1.2.3. and therefore, the whole pagraph has been deleted.
	231	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	31	29	Typo: It is also …
	yes	Information corresponing the information in this paragraph is already in section 1.2.3. and therefore, the whole pagraph has been deleted.
	232	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	31	29	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 29-33]
Suggestion: Split long sentence in two. "It is also important [...] methods used.  and cCare should be taken to ensure[…] human transformations.
	yes	Information corresponing the information in this paragraph is already in section 1.2.3. and therefore, the whole pagraph has been deleted.
	333	Eurometaux	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	31	35	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 35-39]
This is repetition of lines 12-15 on the same page. Please remove.
	yes	Implemented
	233	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	31	41	Section R.7.1.14.4 is not available in this document or the previous version of the document (Status: Version 3.0 from October 2021; Appendix R7-1 for nanomaterials applicable to Chapter R7a Endpoint specific guidance). Accordingly, the full reference or information where to find the cited references should be given.
	yes	Reference removed and paragraph moved under section 1.2.3.
	234	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	31	42	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 42-50]
Wording repeats the almost identical phrase on page 26, lines 43-51 of the same subchapter, except the addition of "fibre" in l. 46. The addition of "fibre" is explicitly welcome. It is unclear, whether this repetition is necessary and wanted.
	yes	The fibres are considered as particles and therefore not separately specified. See also comment 271.
The paragraph deleted as same information is in Section 1.2.3.

	235	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	31	47	Please add: Measurement of the release of particles or fibres from …
	yes	See comment 234.
	334	Eurometaux	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	31	50	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 50-52]
This is repetition of page 26, lines 43-51. Please remove.
	yes	Implemented
	236	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	32	1	Even though I have some sympathy for the drafted approach, I do not see the legal requirement for doing what is outlined in this paragraph.
	no	We consider that advising the registrants to build complete picture of their nanoforms is their advantage and such recommendation is suitable for a Guidance document. This paragraph has been moved to Section 1.2.3.
	335	Eurometaux	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.4 Dustiness	1.2.4	32	15	Please add a definition of dustiness and a general description on how and where the data is used, such as: "Dustiness tests are designed to simulate mechanical stress under conditions of industrial processes involving handling/manipulation of these materials. The atmosphere generated in these tests are reflective of the situation during which aerosols may be formed under practically relevant workplace conditions, such as manual operations, including bag filling and emptying, or under mechanical agitation during mixing and weighing. These measurements may also be combined with the determination of the aerodynamic diameter of the airborne fraction. Such particle size distribution data have previously been used within EU Risk Assessments (Zinc, Nickel, Copper, Lead, and Antimony trioxide) for data extrapolations between similar substances and for predicting particle-size dependent deposition behaviour in the respiratory tract (Battersby & Boreiko, 2004)."

References
Battersby & Boreiko (2004): Particle size-dependant deposition behaviour of zinc oxide with a perspective for the risk of metal fume fever under occupational settings in the zinc industry, Effects of air contaminants on the respiratory tract – interpretations from molecular to meta analysis, INIS Monographs, Fraunhofer IRB Verlag, 195-202, 2004
	partially	We will add the definition of dustiness in the new version
	320	CEFIC	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.4 Dustiness
1.2.4.1 Type of property	1.2.4.1 	32	20	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 20-36]
Based on article 33 :  Tests to be performed on intrinsic properties of substance; not on other properties that are not intrinsic to substance but on the different manufacturing processes or final grade specificities
	yes	We have rephrase this section for more clarity
	286	Croplife Europe	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.4 Dustiness
1.2.4.1 Type of property	1.2.4.1 	32	22	Insert 2 commas after the closing parenthesis in the phrase "relevant density, type of coating) the environment (e.g. moisture, temperature) the type of".
	yes	done
	61	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.4 Dustiness
1.2.4.1 Type of property	1.2.4.1 	32	24	Suggest to replace "or" by "and" as dustiness depends on all of these parameters.
	yes	done
	336	Eurometaux	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.4 Dustiness
1.2.4.1 Type of property	1.2.4.1 	32	26	It should be highlighted that "simple" dustiness measurements are not of particular aid for hazard assessment purposes, such as e.g. classification of titanium dioxide, since information on the aerodynamic diameter of the airborne fraction is required. Hence, it is recommended to include e.g. cascade impactor measurements during dustiness testing. Reference is made to the TDMA report "Harmonised classification and labelling of titanium dioxide (TiO₂), Content of particles with aerodynamic diameter ≤ 10 μm, Methods and results of analysis" (https://tdma.info/download/rd0X-c9JoFW32BvfDO2nm9quwPahOPB2eu2EddSQzGg,)
	N/A	to be discussed at PEG
	63	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.4 Dustiness
1.2.4.1 Type of property	1.2.4.1 	32	34	Is "by" redundant here, or is something missing in this sentence? Please clarify.
	yes	done.  Deleted "by"
	237	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.4 Dustiness
1.2.4.1 Type of property	1.2.4.1 	32	34	"Knowledge on dustiness can be used by to improve..." A word is missing. Either the sentence should read: "Knowledge on dustiness can be used by manufacturers to improve…" or "Knowledge on dustiness can be used to improve…"
	yes	some as comment 63. Deleted "by"
	383	NO	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.4 Dustiness
1.2.4.1 Type of property	1.2.4.1 	32	34	Missing word? Knowledge on dustiness can be used by "registrants?" to improve the product characteristics
	yes	some as comment 63. Deleted "by"
	321	CEFIC	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.4 Dustiness
1.2.4.1 Type of property	1.2.4.1 	32	41	How could a registrant be sure to fullfill its legal requirements if no standardised methods for dustiness at OECD level is currently available.
	partially	Agree, we will add  a reference to new test methods. 
	238	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.4 Dustiness
1.2.4.2 Test methods for dustiness	1.2.4.2	32	41	Suggest to replace "There are currently no standardized methods for dustiness at OECD level. However CEN has published 5 standards (EN 17199: 1-5) for the testing" by "At OECD level the currently running WNT project 1.8 "TG on Determination of the Dustiness of Manufactured Nanomaterials" is in the process of drafting standardized methods to assess the dustiness of particles and fibres. Meanwhile, until the finalization of this project, use can be made of the 5 CEN standards (EN 17199: 1-5) that have been published for the testing ..." 
	yes	Agree, we will add  a reference to new test methods. 
	62	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.4 Dustiness
1.2.4.1 Type of property	1.2.4.1 	32	44	Suggest to clarify, e.g.:
"[…] guidance to choose the more most adequate tests method for the specific purpose. The other 4 standards, EN 17199-2 to 5 44 [61], [62], [63], [64], provide 4 details on four different test methods."
	yes	Text has been amended as suggested
	337	Eurometaux	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.4 Dustiness
1.2.4.2 Test methods for dustiness	1.2.4.2	32	47	Please add/modify the list as follows:

EN 15051-2 Rotating drum, also included in EN 17199-2:2019
EN 15051-3 Continuous drop, also included in EN 17199-1:2019
EN 17199-4 Small rotating drum 
DIN 55992-1 Small rotating drum Modified
	yes	We will review and modify the list
	338	Eurometaux	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.4 Dustiness
1.2.4.2 Test methods for dustiness	1.2.4.2	33	Table 2	The table summarises methods not only for dustiness measurements but also sampling of the airbone fraction to determine the MMAD. This is confusing, since these are 2 completely different things. Suggest plitting into two tables and adding more methods for sampling.
	N/A	Agree, the table should be modified to improve clarity.  We propose to delete  the methods for sample airborne dust.  
	64	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.4 Dustiness
1.2.4.2 Test methods for dustiness
Table 2	1.2.4.2	33	Table 2	Please repeat the heading rows of tables at each page and avoid rows to break across pages to facilitate readability.
	yes	done.
	65	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.4 Dustiness
1.2.4.2 Test methods for dustiness
Table 2	1.2.4.2	33	Table 2	Typo in "Cascade impaction":

"Cascade impactors can be used to obtain the size distribution of an aerosol (i.e.. in this context a dust cloud)."
	yes	Done.
	66	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.4 Dustiness
1.2.4.2 Test methods for dustiness
Table 2	1.2.4.2	33	Table 2	Please clarify in "Low Pressure Impactor (ELPI)":

"Data from the lowest stage have relatively large uncertainty due to losses and uncertainties of 
the true size channel width."

It is not clear whether text is missing or just a redundant line break is inserted.
Furthermore, please clarify what is meant by "losses and uncertainties of the true size channel width".
	yes	redundant line break.
	239	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.4 Dustiness
1.2.4.2 Test methods for dustiness	1.2.4.2	34	Table 2	For rotating drum method there is a typo: it needs to be airborne in the first paragraph
	yes	Corrected
	67	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.4 Dustiness
1.2.4.2 Test methods for dustiness
Table 2	1.2.4.2	34	Table 2	Please adjust in "Rotating drum method (EN 15051-2) [65] and small rotating drum method":

Typos: "In addition, airbone nano-objects and structures can be collected for off-line (analytical)electron microscopy analysis."
Please clarify that "respirable cyclone" refers to a "respirable dust cyclone" (it is difficult to imagine a cyclone that is respirable).
Typo: "[...] carried out separately sparetlely according to EN 15051-1 [66] and [...]"
	yes	Corrected
	69	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.4 Dustiness
1.2.4.2 Test methods for dustiness	1.2.4.2	35	2	Typo: "[...]  the methods more most relevant  [...]"
	yes	Corrected
	339	Eurometaux	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.4 Dustiness
1.2.4.2 Test methods for dustiness	1.2.4.2	35	9	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 9-10]
"The standards propose a number of measurands of dustiness to be determined."
This sentence is not clear, please kindly re-phrase by saying e.g. the standards recommend/propose/foresee repeated measurements for each sample to be conducted
	no	The text in the guidance is a direct quotation of the EN text
	70	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.4 Dustiness
1.2.4.2 Test methods for dustiness	1.2.4.2	35	10	Typo: "In addition, it establishes they establish test methods  [...]"
	yes	Corrected
	71	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.4 Dustiness
1.2.4.2 Test methods for dustiness	1.2.4.2	35	20	The mentioning of each of these references appears redundant, since it is repetition from the first paragraph of this section 1.2.4.2.
	yes	Corrected. Redundant reference to EN tests deleted
	72	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.4 Dustiness
1.2.4.2 Test methods for dustiness	1.2.4.2	35	20	The mentioning of each of these references appears redundant, since it is repetition from the first paragraph of this section 1.2.4.2.
	yes	Corrected. Redundant reference to EN tests deleted
	68	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.4 Dustiness
1.2.4.2 Test methods for dustiness
Table 2	1.2.4.2	35	Table 2	Please adjust in "Vortex shaker":
Typos: "[...] continuously shook shaken according to a circular orbital motion, and in which a small volume (0,5 0.5 mL) [...]"
Please clarify that "respirable cyclone" refers to a "respirable dust cyclone" (it is difficult to imagine a cyclone that is respirable).
	yes	Corrected
	73	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.4 Dustiness
1.2.4.3 Exposure based waiver for dustiness	1.2.4.3	36	8	Clarity is needed in this section:

As copied in the first pragraph, Annex VII states "The study does not need to be conducted if exposure to granular form of the substance during its life-cycle can be excluded.”

The next sentence states that: "[…] all nanoforms will be "granular" when available as a dry powder. However, some nanoforms are available only in suspensions, or are incorporated into a matrix throughout their entire lifecycle. In this case, there may be no exposure to the dry powder, or the granular form in general."

This suggests that for nanoforms "in suspensions", or "incorporated into a matrix" there is no need to consider dustiness at all.
Yet, for "nanoforms [...] available only in suspensions" it cannot be fully ruled out that evaporation of the liquid occurs, which may result in 'dry' nanoforms, and also for nanoforms "incorporated in a matrix" there is a possibility that e.g. wear and tear may lead to granular forms.

Therefore, a clear statement that evidence is needed to support that "no exposure to the dry powder, or the granular form in general" during the entire lifecycle appears essential here.
	no	Thank you for your comment. We will improve the text to reflect that for nanoforms "in suspension" or "incorporated inot a matrix" to apply the adaptation options, information on the entire life cycle shoud be provided. 

 
	384	NO	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.4 Dustiness
1.2.4.3 Exposure based waiver for dustiness	1.2.4.3	36	9	Even if some nanoforms are only available as suspensions so the granular form is not initially relevant for exposure, these may dry out. Are these not then still relevant for exposure?
	no	See comment 73 comment above
	240	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption	1.2.5	36	25	Is footnote 6 really needed? Shouldn`t that be clear in a scientific guidance?
	yes	Agree, deleted. thank you
	74	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption	1.2.5	36	29	Typo: "[…] nanoforms, (as […]"
	yes	corrected, parentheses added
	102	IT	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption	1.2.5	36	29	Please note that a bracket "(" is missing in line 29, to open the closed one in line 30
	no	not corrected, see next comment line 345, - parentheses removed instead of added
	241	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption	1.2.5	36	30	Editorial: remove closing parentheses after "… Section 1.2.1."
	yes	corrected, parentheses removed
	242	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption	1.2.5	36	32	Editorial: upper case S in "section"
	yes	corrected to upper case S in 'section'
	243	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption	1.2.5	36	45	delete "or with e.g. organic matter". It is unclear if this is meant to be particles of organic matter (which is covered by "other particles") or natural organic molecules which is not considered as agglomeration.
	yes	corrected
	103	IT	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption	1.2.5	36	49	Propose to eliminate the adjective "our"  
	yes	corrected, 'our' removed
	75	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.1 Relevant method to measure adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.1	37	12	Typo: "The advice provided here are is not applicable […]"
	yes	corrected to 'the advice provided here is...'
	385	NO	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.1 Relevant method to measure adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.1	37	12	Please replace "advice provided here are" by "advice provided here is"
	yes	same comment as line 349, corrected
	244	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.1 Relevant method to measure adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.1	37	12	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 12-17]
The paragraph is quite confusing. The heading is about adsorpion/Desorption and then it starts with those kinds of NM for which the following is not applicable followed by discussion on dissolution/dispersion stability and the us of a GD that addresses a total different endpoint. It is porposed to start why adsoption/desorption cannot be tested by the given method and which alternative could be used instead.
	yes	so the section was modified and is now starting with TG 312/GD 342 - other indications were moved further down. 
	245	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.1 Relevant method to measure adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.1	37	12	Please specify for the reader why it is not applicable for those nanomaterials. 
	yes	to explain further the following sentences were added into the paragraph 'The advice provided here is not applicable to nanomaterials with high dissolution rate – this might result in testing the adsorption behaviour of the dissolved fraction and not the NFnanoform ( see Section 1.1.1.22.1, 1.2.1)-  or poor dispersibility in aqueous media (with definitions given in OECD TG 318 (2017) [26]) – which will result in a not representative and reproducible addition of test material to the soil column.' 
	76	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.1 Relevant method to measure adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.1	37	16	Typo: "Testing of these parameters have has to be […]"
	yes	Corrected and reference to GD 342 is included now
	77	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.1 Relevant method to measure adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.1	37	17	Reference is made to "OECD GD 312". Please clarify whether this refers to Test Guideline 312, or to Guidance Document 342, i.e. the nanospecific Guidance on TG 312.

	yes	Corrected and reference to GD 342 is included now
	246	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.1 Relevant method to measure adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.1	37	17	to what document is "GD 312" refering to? Is it meant to be TG 312? Then it would be goof to add "if applied to determine mobility of nanomaterials to soils". Or is it GD 342?
	yes	See line 355, corrected
	78	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.1 Relevant method to measure adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.1	37	22	Reference is made to "OECD GD 312". Please clarify whether this refers to Test Guideline 312, or to Guidance Document 342, i.e. the nanospecific Guidance on TG 312.	yes	added for clarification 
	247	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.1 Relevant method to measure adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.1	37	22	It is not GD 312, but GD 342 supporting testing nanomaterials using TG 312!
	yes	added for clarification 
	248	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.1 Relevant method to measure adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.1	37	26	Proposal to rephrase: "…to assess quantitively the mobility of nanomaterials in soils and deduce attachment efficiencies." Adsorption potential as well as partioning between water and soil are NOT the addressed endpoints of this GD. Thus, the current wording is misleading.
	yes	proposal accepted and rephrased accordingly to '…to assess quantitively the mobility of nanomaterials in soils and deduce attachment efficiencies' 
	249	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.1 Relevant method to measure adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.1	37	29	"assumes" instead of "uses" as thermodynamic processes are not used in the TG. 
	yes	suggestion to use 'imply' instead of assume 
	250	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.1 Relevant method to measure adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.1	37	30	[from line 30]
Delete the additional brackets around the reference numbers
	yes	corrected, additional brackets around references deleted
	386	NO	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.1 Relevant method to measure adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.1	37	35	Propose that "particle attachment efficiency" be replaced by "attachment afficiency for heteroaggregation" to provide more clarity
	yes	agreed, replaced by "attachment afficiency for heteroaggregation" 
	17	ECETOC	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.1 Relevant method to measure adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.1 	37	38	What are the assessment criteria for the particle attachment efficiency (alpha hetero)? How can this value be used in the risk assessment to determine the adsorption potential. What is the comparabilizy to the Koc values. Further information is needed to use this value in the risk assessment. Please, give more information and possible assessment criteria.
	N/A	see section under heteroagglomeration if this is acceptable explanation - if so reference to this section to be included 
	387	NO	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.1 Relevant method to measure adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.1	37	38	Why not use the term attachment efficiency as previously defined earlier in the document. Otherwise, a user/reader may think these are two different things. Also describe any critical differences between this attachment process and that decribed earlier in the document for agglomeration behaviour.
	yes	agreed, alpha hetero replaces alpha for more clarity 
	251	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.1 Relevant method to measure adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.1	37	42	you may add "…over time in the eluate, as it is the case within TG 312" in order to demonstrate that the testing procedure as used in TG 312 is a suitable basis to deduce alpha.
	yes	agreed, added
	79	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.1 Relevant method to measure adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.1	37	45	Typo: "[…] porous medium is present."	yes	Corrected and reference to GD 342 is included now
	252	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.1 Relevant method to measure adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.1	37	46	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 46-47]
please rephrase "and with alpha does not able to.."
	partially	rephrased
	18	ECETOC	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.1 Relevant method to measure adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.1 	37	52	Are these models adequately tested and validated? Are QMRFs and QPRFs for all this models available. This are the standard requirements that models can be used in risk assessment. Please, give information about the validity of the recommended models.  
	N/A	These models are mostly either freeware with a broad application domain or commercially available (e.g. Standmod used a lot in engineering), so they are tested and applied, but QMRFs and QPRFs are not available therefore suggestion is to remove this information 
	19	ECETOC	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.1 Relevant method to measure adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.1 	38	6	propose to remove the request of overall recovery (mass balance) for TG312. reason: during the round robin, quantification in soil fractions was not reproducibly achieved, and thus cannot be requested. Instead, the quantification in the mobile phase (eluate) was reasonably reproducible.	N/A	we cannot remove because it is information requirement from the TG.
	253	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.1 Relevant method to measure adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.1	38	6	"besides": Actually, mass balances are belonging to the main outputs of TG 312 and important to elucidate the success of test performance. As vertical mobility in soils is the dedicated enpoint of TG 312 and GD 342 (for nanomaterials), instead of "besides", it shoud read here "To reliably report on nanomaterial transport in soils using GD 342, the overall recovery (mass balance) of the nanomaterial should be reported."
	yes	agreed, sentence changed
	254	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.1 Relevant method to measure adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.1	38	7	"GD 342 on the TG 312"
	yes	agree, 342 inserted
	255	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.1 Relevant method to measure adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.1	38	18	Editorial: remove round praretheses at the numbers of references
	yes	Corrected 
	256	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.1 Relevant method to measure adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.1	38	22	Is "they" refering to soils or nanomaterials? Not clear. Recommend to use "nanoforms" or "nanoparticles".
	yes	they replaced with nanoforms
	257	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.1 Relevant method to measure adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.1	38	24	Please rephrase to "are only limited available."
	yes	available instead of availability - corrected
	287	Croplife Europe	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.1 Relevant method to measure adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.1	38	27	Consider adding a comma after "expected".
	yes	comma inserted
	81	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.1 Relevant method to measure adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.1	38	30	Typos: "For nanoforms reacting with Cchloride (e.g. silver), other suitable anions such as NO3 (KNO3) have to be used. Furthermore, the use of divalent salts such as CaCl2 will not provide a worst case scenario test […]"
	yes	corrected 
	104	IT	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.1 Relevant method to measure adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.1	38	30	Propose to modify as follow: For nanoforms reacting with Chloride (e.g. silver that would precipitate and render them unavailable for the chemical analysis), other suitable anions such as NO3 (KNO3) have to be used.
	yes	explanation for silver precipitation inserted 
	340	Eurometaux	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.1 Relevant method to measure adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.1	38	31	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 31-35]
The presence of divalent salts may be considered as worst-case for soil as lower mobility will result in larger predicted exposure concentrations in soil. Therefore a trade-off needs to be made between reasonable worst-case for soil and reasonable worst-case for leaching to ground water. Furthermore, the scenario's studied must be realistic and representative for the conditions in Europe. Divalent cations (calcium and magnesium) are dominating the cation exchange complex in the vast majority of European soils and calcium is also more abundant in surface waters. The relevance of studying leaching in the presence of monovalent salts only is therefore inappropriate. 
	N/A	clarifications added in the guidance with the following suggestion: 'To mimic conditions where the soil pore water is dominated by divalent cations a solution of 0.005 M CaCl2 can be used according to GD 342 but of course it has to be taken into account that this will not work for nanomaterials reacting with chloride such as silver'. 
	258	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.2 Alternative methods adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.2	38	38	Title: Rephrase to "Alternative fate descriptors to adsorption/desorption" as these are not methods which can be used as alternative to the conventional ones to test for adsorption/desorption but instead could be used to describe environmental fate in an alternative way. The current wording is therefore misleading. 
	yes	Agree and changed
	82	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.2 Alternative methods adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.2	38	43	Suggest to clarify:
"These models are still under development and further validation is needed. in particular with regard to the uncertainties and applications. Such validation is especially important mainly when these models are used more for exposure of the environmental compartment and organisms than for estimation of adsorption potential to soil as information. When they are thoroughly validated models become available, they will be recommended as a mean an option to provide suitable alternative information […]"
	yes	Clarification added  'These models are still under development and further validation is needed, in particular with regard to the uncertainties and applications. Such validation is especially important when these models are used for exposure of the environmental compartment and organisms. When they are thoroughly validated models, they will be recommended as an option to provide suitable alternative information on the sorption and agglomeration/aggregation of nanomaterials.' 
	259	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.2 Alternative methods adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.2	38	44	"as" instead of "when" as the primary aim of these models is environmental exposure modeling and not to present a surrogate for adsorption/desorption. However, they may deliver data which could describe fate in an alternative manner. In addition "rather" instead of "more"
	yes	corrected
	80	NL	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.1 Relevant method to measure adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.1	38	45	Typo: "[…] sandy soils with high carbon content (soil 5 in OECD TG 312) are have only limited availability."	yes	changed according to comment line 373
	260	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.2 Alternative methods adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.2	38	46	"once" instead of "when". Furthermore, the statement that they are recommended once they are available is not helpfull for the reader.
	yes	changed according to comment line 379
	388	NO	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.2 Alternative methods adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.2	38	46	Typo correction: Please replace  "as a mean to" with "as a means to"
	yes	Corrected 
	261	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.2 Alternative methods adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.2	38	48	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 48-50]
"dispersion stability" instead of "agglomeration behaviour". Furthermore, the sentence on pre-assessment seems not to suit within an paragraph on exposure models. Instead, the information that assessments on sorption need to have data on dissolution and dispersion stability as a pre-requisite needs to be put somewhere more central (not to the exposure models as potential alternative ways to describe fate).
	Partially	it was mentioned above that this is a pre-requisite for adsorption/desorption testing - but widened the sentence to make it clearer that this would apply here as well & changed agglomeration behaviour to dispersion stability , suggestion '
	262	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.2 Alternative methods adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.2	38	52	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 52-56]
It seems that ECHA does not recommend to use this report which is agreed. However, why is the report mentioned at all? It is recommended to delete the whole paragraph.
	yes	Agree to delete
	263	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.2 Alternative methods adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.2	39	1	"of" instead of "to"
	yes	corrected
	389	NO	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.3 Waiving of adsorption/desorption for nanoforms	1.2.5.3	39	15	Delete 'waiving'. Sentence is too long and difficult to read.
	yes	Deleted
	264	DE	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.3 Waiving of adsorption/desorption for nanoforms	1.2.5.3	39	17	[ECHA Secretariat note: lines 17-19]
The text in brackets does not specify on the apllicabiltiy of the used test methods but lists nanoforms featuring certain properties. The text should be shifted to the end of the sentence (line 20). Furthermore, it is not clear why an undispersed nanoform and the absence of data for dispersion stability (instead of "agglomerates or aggregates") or both together considered as limitations for waiving the requirement of adsorption/desorption (this also appears contradictory).
 	yes	Rephrased
	288	Croplife Europe	Appendix 1. Models for fate and exposure of nanomaterials	Appendix 1	40	1	Remove the extra space after "Appendix 1".
	yes	Corrected 
	83	NL	Appendix 1. Models for fate and exposure of nanomaterials	Appendix 1	40	2	Typo: "The list of methods given in below […]"
	yes	Corrected 
	391	NO	Appendix 1. Models for fate and exposure of nanomaterials	Appendix 1	40	3	Should "attachment affinity" be replaced with "attachment efficiency", in line with the rest of the document?
	yes	agree
	84	NL	Appendix 1. Models for fate and exposure of nanomaterials	Appendix 1	40	4	Typo: "[…] found in scientific literature, e.g. at for instance at [80]."
	yes	Corrected 
	390	NO	Appendix 1. Models for fate and exposure of nanomaterials	Appendix 1	40	4	text has been replaced by reference? …"can be found at for instance at Cohen et al 2013 [80]."
	yes	Corrected 
	289	Croplife Europe	References	References	43		Can hyperlinks be provided for all references and publications, or at a minimum all of the EC, ECHA, and EFSA GD?
	yes	Done
	296	Croplife Europe	References	References	43		Add useful reference on solubility vs dispersion: Geckeler, K.E., Premkumar, T. Carbon nanotubes: are they dispersed or dissolved in liquids?. Nanoscale Res Lett 6, 136 (2011). https://doi.org/10.1186/1556-276X-6-136
	no	not added see answer to comment in sample preparation
	297	Croplife Europe	References	References	43		Add useful reference on solubility vs dispersion: Shimizu, S., Matubayasi, N. (2020) Thermodynamic stability condition can judge whether a nanoparticle dispersion can be considered a solution in a single phase. Journal of Colloid and Interface Science, 575, p472-479. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcis.2020.04.101.
	no	not added see answer to comment in sample preparation
	298	Croplife Europe	References	References	43		Add useful reference on solubility vs dispersion: Wheeler, L.M., Kramer, N.J., Kortshagen U.R. (2018) Thermodynamic Driving Force in the Spontaneous Formation of Inorganic Nanoparticle Solutions. Nano Letters. 18 (3), p1888-1895. https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.nanolett.7b05187
	no	not added see answer to comment in sample preparation
	265	DE	References	References	48	Ref 72	"Kuhlbusch" instead of "Kuhlbush"
	yes	Corrected 








PEG crosscheck comments
	ECHA classification of this document = "Public"			PEG comments : Guidance on information requirements and chemical safety assessment:
Appendix R7-1 for nanomaterials applicable to Chapter R7a Endpoint specific guidance


(Please use this format as it is in the interests of fast processing and consolidation of all comments) 					(Please do not add extra columns or change formatting)
	Comment No.	Source (Organisation / Member State country code)	Topic: Please give details of the Section & sub-section the comment relates to and the text being referred to.	Section/sub section Number ONLY	Page number (ONLY give 1st relevant page number as integer)	Line number (in pdf document; first relevant line number as integer only)	Comment

NOTES: (i) if proposing addition or deletion of text please give details of the preceding and following current text so it is clear where the revision is to be made; (ii) if the comment relates to several pages please list ALL pages or the range of pages [in this field, NOT in Column E].	Accepted Y/N	ECHA response to comment
	2	DE	General	GC	1	1	Thank you for the comprehensive restructuring and rephrasing of the draft guidance. The readability and clarity of the document improves notably. We generally agree to the new figure 1 and 2.  We don't have further technical comments to the guidance text. Still, we suggest some editorial modifications and some modification for coherence and readability  for the revised text passages.	n/a	thank you, highly appreciated
	37	NL	General	General	1	1	It is recommended to have a critical look at the text to remove final typing errors throughout the document.	yes	thank you we did proceed to thorough proof reading  to get a typo free and English proof read document
	38	NL	General	General	1	1	Reference is made to draft versions of OECD TGs on Particle Size and Size Distribution and Volume Specific Surface Area. These are now published as TG125 and TG124 respectively.	yes	Reference to TG 125 updated. added  modified partially no reference to TG 124 in this seciton
	39	NL	Glossary	Glossary	8	2	In PEG comments NO and EFSA requested clarification of the definition to clarify the difference between (eco)toxicological and environmental fate interpretations. In our opinion it is still not clear. Suggest the following clarifications:

In the (eco)toxicological field, accumulation is the gradual build-up over time of nanoparticles and metabolites in a whole organism or a tissue or organ, also defined as bioaccumulation. In environmental compartments, accumulation is the gradual build-up over time of nanoparticles and degradation products in a defined (part of that) compartment matrix also defined as bioaccumulation.	yes	implemented
	40	NL	Glossary	Glossary	8	32	These changes appear not fully in line with NO comments. Suggest the following clarifications:

The amount of a substance accessible to an organism for uptake or adsorption across its cellular membrane. In toxicology this is measured as the proportion of a substance in the systemic circulation compared with the total amount of substance that has been ingested or inhaled (modified from [9]). In ecotoxicology it is also measured as the amount taken up via gills or cell surfaces infrom the aqueous,aquatic environment as through the interface water and particles in sediment and/or soil compartments.	yes	implemented
	1	CEFIC	Glossary	Glossary	9	51	ECHA Secretariat changed the page number as it refered to the track changes version and not the clean one.
Suggestion to align with the latest version of EU definition for nanomaterials, removing therefore the flexibility of 1-50% threshold.	yes	implemented with update of the definitiion
	3	DE UBA	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 Sample preparation of test materials	1.1.2	12	27	"media composition" instead of "chemical composition of the media" as it sounds a bit like the chemical compostion of a substance.	yes	done
	4	DE UBA	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 Sample preparation of test materials	1.1.2	12	40	delete "both" at "both particles are present"?	yes	done
	5	DE UBA	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 Sample preparation of test materials	1.1.2	13	17	typo: "For example" instead of "For exemple"	yes	done
	6	DE UBA	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 Sample preparation of test materials	1.1.2	13	32	This document is a report of a meeting at which adaption needs for OECD TG and GD for nanomaterials were discussed rather than a GD (as stated in line 27)! It was only to a limited extent focusing on sample preparation. The reference 24 refers to the addendum of that meeting which is just a collection of the presentations held. The report of the Expert Meeting can be found under the following link https://www.oecd.org/officialdocuments/publicdisplaydocumentpdf/?cote=ENV/JM/MONO(2014)1&doclanguage=en	yes	modifications to clarify the type of documents and applicability
	7	DE UBA	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 Sample preparation of test materials	1.1.2	13	42	Suggest to include "Characterisation of….impurities" as produced and in the state present…."	yes	done
	8	DE UBA	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 Sample preparation of test materials	1.1.2	13	51	suggest "during application" instead of "at the start of the exposure"	yes	done
	9	DE UBA	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 Sample preparation of test materials	1.1.2	13	54	suggest to re-arange and slightly rephrase the sentence: Nanoform test item preparation, dispersion (including stability) and composition of the test medium (such as pH, organic matter, salts etc) have to consider as key characteristics. Interactions between the nanoform and the test medium influence their physico-chemical properties and with that determine their fate and behaviour and consequently potential adverse (eco)toxicological effects.	yes	implemented
	10	DE UBA	1.1 General remarks
1.1.3 General considerations for Fate and (Eco)-Toxicological testing	1.1.3	14	42	typo: delete "a";  "occurs" instead of "occur"	yes	done
	11	DE UBA	1.1 General remarks
1.1.3 General considerations for Fate and (Eco)-Toxicological testing	1.1.3	14	42	Suggest to rephrase: "Test design an conditions (….) influence dissolution of nanomaterials which will therefore influence test results."	yes	implemented
	12	DE UBA	1.1 General remarks
1.1.3 General considerations for Fate and (Eco)-Toxicological testing	1.1.3	14	47	"high dissolution rate" instead of "high solubility"	yes	modified
	13	DE UBA	1.1 General remarks
1.1.3 General considerations for Fate and (Eco)-Toxicological testing	1.1.3	15	2	you mighr reprase the last clause to "where both the dissolved and the particulate fraction needs to be accounted for."	yes	done
	14	DE UBA	1.1 General remarks
1.1.3 General considerations for Fate and (Eco)-Toxicological testing	1.1.3	15	9	propose to include "(dissolved and/or particulate form)"	yes	done
	15	DE UBA	1.1 General remarks
1.1.3 General considerations for Fate and (Eco)-Toxicological testing	1.1.3	15	11	"next bullet point" should read "next but one bullet point" or the order of the bullet points should be changed	yes	done
	16	DE UBA	1.1 General remarks
1.1.3 General considerations for Fate and (Eco)-Toxicological testing	1.1.3	15	27	Should it be rather "analytic strategies" instead of "test stratregies"?	yes	changed to analytical methods for testing.
	17	DE UBA	1.1 General remarks
1.1.3 General considerations for Fate and (Eco)-Toxicological testing	1.1.3	15	37	typo: "nanoforms" instead of "nanoform"	yes	done
	18	DE UBA	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	17	50	The sentence might be misleading as as section 7.7. of REACH Annex VII itself is not sate the 100mg/L threshold for water solubility which is introduced by this guidance. It is suggested to rephrase into two sentences, e.g. "For nanoforms REACH regulation (Section 7.7 of REACH Annex VII) requires the determination of dissolution rate in water and relevant media in addition to solubility. Based on this guidance, this has to be considered for nanoforms with a water solubility of 100 mg/L or below."	yes	implemented to improve clarity
	19	DE UBA	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	19	Fig 1	may also include "within 24h" in to the box of >100mg/l	yes	implemented
	20	DE UBA	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	19	2	Figure capture: Line 3: typo "of a substance and their impact on test strategies"; Line 5 seems redundand an could be deleted. line 5 typo: "whether" instead of "wether"; tinclude "to be have as a soluble.." line 6: "substance" instead of "material"; line 7: "assessment of nanofroms with a solubility limit ≤ 100mg/l"; you may also include "within 24h".	yes	implemented 
	21	DE UBA	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	20	15	You may delete the comma in front of "in environmental media"	yes	removed
	22	DE UBA	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	21	5	"quantification of solid or dissolved fractions" instead of "quantification of solid or dissolved forms"	yes	implemented
	23	DE UBA	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.1 Applicability of partition coefficient n-octanol/water	1.2.2.1	22	21	"…the presence of particles can be excluded" Is that statement really true? It might be better to rephrase to "…the impact by particles may/is neglectible"	yes	text was modified to clarify
	24	DE UBA	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.1 Applicability of partition coefficient n-octanol/water	1.2.2.1	22	24	include: "water solublility egal or below 100mg/l"	yes	equal or' was added to the text for completeness 
	25	DE UBA	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.1 Applicability of partition coefficient n-octanol/water	1.2.2.1	22	27	The sentence on the information requirement of dispersion stability based on Annex VII, Section 7.8 seems very redundant to the previous sentence. 	yes	modified
	26	DE UBA	Section1, sub-section 1.2.1.1 "Applicability of partition coefficient n-octanol/water" 	1.2.2.1	23	Figure 2	2nd box on the right hand side typo: "solid" instead of "solic"	yes	corrected
	27	DE UBA	Section1, sub-section 1.2.1.1 "Applicability of partition coefficient n-octanol/water" 	1.2.2.1	23	5	The sentence should be rephrased to make clear that "dispersion stability" [not dispersion rate as currently written]  should be performed for the particle fraction while Kow should be determined for the solved fraction as mentioned at page 26 line 53ff.	yes	modified
	28	DE UBA	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.2 Dispersion stability	1.2.2.2	23	23	typo:"agglomeration" instead of "agglometation"	yes	corrected
	29	DE UBA	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.2 Dispersion stability	1.2.2.2	23	30	"exposure of the aquatic environment" instead of "release to the aquatic environment" as TG 318 is not a test determining release from something to somewhere. 	yes	implemented
	30	DE UBA	"1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.2 Dispersion stability"	1.2.2.2	24	15	"The TG" instead of "The dispersion stability" as the information on the quantity or relative percentage of the nanomaterial that remains dispersed in the aquatic medium tested in a given time frame is the outcome of the TG rather than the outcome of the endpoint. 	yes	implemented
	31	DE UBA	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.2 Dispersion stability	1.2.2.2	24	18	"testing other environmental conditions" rather than "testing environmental conditions" as TG 318 itself already covers environmental conditions (by varying pH, ionic strenth and NOM). For readability, please include a "and" after the reference.	yes	implemented
	32	DE UBA	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.2 Dispersion stability	1.2.2.2	24	44	typo: double mentioning of "dispersion"	yes	corrected
	33	DE UBA	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.2 Dispersion stability	1.2.2.2	25	2	"schematic" instead of "mock"	yes	implemented
	34	DE UBA	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.2 Dispersion stability	1.2.2.2	25	11	according to Figure 2 LOQ should be lower or equal to 10%	yes	modified
	35	DE UBA	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.2 Dispersion stability	1.2.2.2	25	16
31	both lines present headlines for further considerations on dispersion stability testing using TG 318 as presented in GD 318. These might be merged so that on of the redundant headlines can be deleted. 	yes	deleted first reference to remove duplication
	36	DE UBA	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.5 Adsorption/desorption
1.2.5.1 Relevant method to measure adsorption/desorption of nanoforms	1.2.5.1	39	7	include "low dispersion stability"	yes	done







































































































































































Committes comments
	ECHA classification of this document = "Public"			PEG comments : Guidance on information requirements and chemical safety assessment:
Appendix R7-1 for nanomaterials applicable to Chapter R7a Endpoint specific guidance


(Please use this format as it is in the interests of fast processing and consolidation of all comments) 				(Please do not add extra columns or change formatting)
	Comment No.	Source (Organisation / Member State country code)	Topic: Please give details of the Section & sub-section the comment relates to and the text being referred to.	Section/sub section Number ONLY	Page number (ONLY give 1st relevant page number as integer)	Line number (in pdf document; first relevant line number as integer only)	Comment

NOTES: (i) if proposing addition or deletion of text please give details of the preceding and following current text so it is clear where the revision is to be made; (ii) if the comment relates to several pages please list ALL pages or the range of pages [in this field, NOT in Column E].	Accepted Y/N	ECHA response to comment
	3	MSC1	Generail consideration	-			The document is a 'Guidance document in relation to the Reach requirements', as for example explained in the Note on page 2. However, on page 11 in the heading (section 1) the content is described as "recommendations", and in section 1.2 it is suddenly "advice", and it is in sections 1.2.1-1.2.5 not clear what the actual requirements are. Two sections describe requirements, one a recommendation, and for two sections it is not clear what is required (if anything?) (1.2.2 and 1.2.5). We consider that it could be useful for registrants to have requirements and means to fulfill them clearly defined in this document regarding "guidance", "recommendations", and "advice".
	N/A	We have been trying to clarify to the extent possible when it is a recommendaiton and an advice. Basically the guidance document is to provide advice and when not possible to implement as a standard information requirements  recommendations on how to generate and provide data of relevance are given.
	9	MSC7	 This occurs in several instances in the document, we suggest you search the document and consistently change.	-	-	-	Typo/apparent inconsistency: In some cases, a forward "slash" i.e., "/" is or is not followed by a space before a word. As this occurs in several instances in the document, we suggest you search the document and consistently change dependent on what convention you consider is appropriate.
	yes 
	10	MSC8	 This occurs in several instances in the document, we suggest you search the document and consistently change.	-	-	-	Typo/apparent inconsistency: In some cases, a round bracket (parentheses) i.e., "(" is or is not followed by a space directly before a word. As this occurs in several instances in the document, we suggest you search the document and consistently change dependent on what convention you consider is appropriate. 
	yes
	11	MSC9	 This occurs in several instances in the document, we suggest you search the document and consistently change.	-	-	-	Typo/apparent inconsistency: In some cases, a space is or is not inserted between a numerical value and the percentage symbol "%". Delete all spaces e.g., "70 %" should be written as "70%".  As this occurs in several instances in the document, we suggest you search the document and consistently change thereafter.
	yes
	12	MSC10	 This occurs in several instances in the document, we suggest you search the document and consistently change.	-	-	-	In several places new paragraphs are not separated from the preceding one with an extra line break - suggest you check the document and revise accordingly.
	yes
	1	RAC1	General	Glossary 	-	-	At several places redundant wording is present (e.g. repetition of the same word), or spaces between words are missing. It is therefore suggested to carefully check for such editorial errors.
	yes
	4	MSC2	Glossary	Glossary 	8	2	Suggest to expand the "Glossary" with several terms/abbreviations that are in the main text so to assure that all users can quickly and efficiently check on such terms when needed; e.g. (1) "GD" presume you mean Guidance Document; (2) TG, (3) WNT, (4) ISO, International Organization for Standardization, (5) TR (6) MAT, (7) rFC, (8) LOQ, (9) ICP-MS, (10) ICP-OES, (11) SPMS, (12) MMAD [note: this is abbreviated twice in the text: p. 27 line 48 & page 33 line 3], (13) OPC, (14) CEN, (15) LOQ,
	N/A	All acronyms are explained when they are used for the first time. For the OECD, ISO and  CEN it was not considered as needed. Nevertheless all of the terms were put in full words when it was missing for clarity.
	7	MSC5	Glossary	Glossary 	8	22	Should not the "α" in "...attachment efficiency α [8]." be written as "αhetero:…" as on page 9 line 24?
	no	In the first part it covers for attachment efficiency whether hetero or homoagglomeration hence no modification.
	29	MSC27	Glossary	Glossary 	8	16	The first sentence of the description of agglomeration is a copy-paste from the description given in the OECD GD 318. Therefore a reference should be included.
	yes
	30	MSC28	Glossary	Glossary 	8	24	Please check if the reference 2 given to decribe the term aggregate is correct here. Refence 2 refers to the REACH regulation.
	N/A	Agglomerate is defined in REACH Annex VI and thus the reference is considered to be correct.


	2	RAC2	Glossary	Glossary 	9	12	Suggest to clarify in the description that this involves dissolution, e.g.:
Dissolution half-life/half-time: A time interval in the dissolution process that corresponds to a concentration decrease by a factor of 2 for the nanomaterials and a corresponding increase of its ions or molecular forms [10].
	yes
	5	MSC3	Glossary	Glossary 	9	53	The term ”Nanomaterial" (page 9, line 53 to page 10, line 9) is based on the definition for particles, elongated shapes (e.g. fibers) and plate-like shapes based on the updated "Commission Recommendation of 10.6.2022 on the definition of nanomaterial" {SWD(2022) 150 final} [https://ec.europa.eu/environment/chemicals/nanotech/pdf/C_2022_3689_1_EN_ACT_part1_v6.pdf]. As such this definition is not currently used in REACH. Unless the definition in REACH is soon updated this will surely lead to confusion, ambiguity, and legal uncertainty. We would be grateful if you would clarify this matter for us.
	No	REACH has definition for nanoform but no definition for nanomaterial. The Guidance refers to both nanomaterials and nanoforms and the definifions included in the glossary are the currently valid and most up-to-date definitions for those terms.
	6	MSC4	Glossary	Glossary 	9	3	Remove space between the less than symbol "<" and "6": change "< 6 m2 /cm3" to "<6 m2 /cm3".
	yes 
	31	MSC29	Glossary	Glossary 	9	20	The first part of the description of heteroagglomateration is a copy-paste form the description given in the OECD GD 318. Therefore a reference should be included.
	yes
	8	MSC6	1.1 General remarks	1.1	11	10	Clarity: change "…. considered extrinsic properties, …"  to  "…. may depend on the test conditions, ..."
	yes 
	13	MSC11	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 Sample preparation of test materials	1.1.2	12	34	Typo/apparent inconsistency: Add a space between the numerical and dimensional unit: change "0.45μm" to "0.45 μm".
	yes 
	32	MSC30	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 Sample preparation of test materials	1.1.2	12	41	It is suggested to add some language that an adequate detection method should be applied for particle detection and that justification for the method chosen has to be provided.
	partially	An additional sentence was added to emphasise the need for an appropriate detection method to characterise the dispersion  of the test materials when prepared for testing. 
	14	MSC12	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 Sample preparation of test materials	1.1.2	13	49	Typo/apparent inconsistency: In "… (such as pH, organic matter, salts etc)", "etc" should be written "etc." that is … (such as pH, organic matter, salts etc.)". This is the convention you have used in other instances in the document.
	yes
	33	MSC31	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 Sample preparation of test materials	1.1.2	13	27	This document is a report of a meeting at which adaption needs for OECD TG and GD for nanomaterials were discussed. It focuses only to a limited extent on sample preparation. However, if it is the wish to include this report, please consider that the reference 24 refers to the addendum of that meeting which is just a collection of the presentations held. We recommend to cite the report instead (report number remains the same but without "ADD"). The report of the Expert Meeting can be found under the following link https://www.oecd.org/officialdocuments/publicdisplaydocumentpdf/?cote=ENV/JM/MONO(2014)1&doclanguage=en
	yes
	34	MSC32	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 Sample preparation of test materials	1.1.2	13	42	cneeds should read "needs"
	yes 
	15	MSC13	1.1 General remarks
1.1.3 General considerations for Fate and (Eco)-Toxicological testing	1.1.3	14	42	Typo/apparent inconsistency: Use double citation symbols: change "(‘ionic form’)" to "("ionic form")"
	yes
	16	MSC14	1.1 General remarks
1.1.3 General considerations for Fate and (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.3.1 Considerations of impurities and contaminants for (eco)toxicological testing	1.1.3.1	15	48	Typo/apparent inconsistency: Remove extra full stop punctuation: change "(rFC) test. [34]." to "(rFC) test [34]."
	yes
	17	MSC15	1.1 General remarks
1.1.3 General considerations for Fate and (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.3.1 Considerations of impurities and contaminants for (eco)toxicological testing	1.1.3.1	15	49	Typo/apparent inconsistency: Add a space: change "[37].With ISO" to "[37]. With ISO"
	yes
	18	MSC16	1.1 General remarks
1.1.3 General considerations for Fate and (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.3.1 Considerations of impurities and contaminants for (eco)toxicological testing	1.1.3.1	15	51	Typo/apparent inconsistency: Remove extra full stop punctuation: change "available. [38]." to "available. [38]."
	yes
	35	MSC33	1.1 General remarks
1.1.3 General considerations for Fate and (Eco)-Toxicological testing	1.1.3	15	18	After "consider", "the" should be removed
	yes
	36	MSC34	1.1 General remarks
1.1.3 General considerations for Fate and (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.3.1 Considerations of impurities and contaminants for (eco)toxicological testing	1.1.3.1	15	45	andlevels should read "and levels"
	yes
	19	MSC17	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	17	42	Typo/apparent inconsistency: Change "24h," to "24 hours,". NOTE the document in other places mixes the use of a slash between the numerical and dimension e.g., "24-hours" and "24 hours" - suggest to correct for consistency.
	yes 
	37	MSC35	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	17	35	Solubility thresholds shoud be cross-checked with values reported in EFSA 2021 (EFSA Journal 2021;19(8):6769)
	n/a	The referred publication sets the solubility threshold at 33.3g/L and was considered at the update of Section 2 of the present guidance. ECHA took the same value for toxicological hazards assessment however, as agreed with the EFSA representative present at PEG, a lower threshold, of 100mg/L, was considered more relevant and less stringent for environmental hazards and fate assessment.
	38	MSC36	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	17	43	theresults or theirinterpretation. should read "the results or their interpretation"
	yes 
	39	MSC37	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	19	3	"substance" instead of "Substance"
	yes 
	40	MSC38	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	19	4 (caption to figure 1)	It is recommended to change the order the part of this sentence to have it in a logical order, i.e.: "Solubility in water defines whether determination of dissolution rate is required and subsequently nano-specific testing has to be performed for fate and ecotoxicity assessment of those nanoforms with a solubility limit ≤100 mg/L within 24 hours or whether the nanoform is considered to behave as a soluble substance and the parent guidance applies"
	yes 
	20	MSC18	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	20	35	Typo/apparent inconsistency: Add space: change "ISO TR 19057.Based" to "ISO TR 19057. Based"
	yes 
	21	MSC19	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.2 Waiving of water solubility	1.2.1.2	21	38	Typo/apparent inconsistency: Join the words (remove space): change "(half- life..." to "(half-life...".
	yes
	22	MSC20	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.2 Waiving of water solubility	1.2.1.2	21	50	Typo/apparent inconsistency: Remove extra space: change "nanoform(s) “ (see ..."  to  "nanoform(s)“ (see ..."
	yes
	23	MSC21	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.1 Applicability of partition coefficient n-octanol/water	1.2.2.1	22	26-27	Typo/apparent inconsistency: Join "REACH" and the full stop ".". They have been split/line-breaked in the document
	yes
	41	MSC39	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.2 Dispersion stability
Dispersion stability based on homoagglomeration	1.2.2.2	23	28	to also inform further testing should read "to also inform on further testing"
	yes
	42	MSC40	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water	1.2.2.1	23	figure 2	right side, lowest box: subsitute "dispersion rate" by "dispersion stability" unless you mean "dissolution rate" or both ("dispersion stability and dissolution rate"). Anyhow there is no "dispersion rate" desciped in TG/GD 318.
	yes 
	24	MSC22	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.2 Dispersion stability
Dispersion stability based on homoagglomeration	1.2.2.2	25	25	Typo/apparent inconsistency: Separate the two words: change "stabilitynamely:" to "stability namely:"
	yes
	43	MSC41	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry	1.2.3	27	49	It may be considered to add a citation to the OECD GD 39 "GUIDANCE DOCUMENT ON INHALATION TOXICITY STUDIES" for guidance on generation and characterisation of exposure conditions for the purpose of inhalation toxicity studies. 
	No	The specifities related to OECD TG 39 are explained under the specific section for toxicological testing. We consider that this information is not relevant for fulfilling the information requirement for Granulometry. Furthermore for dustiness, OECD GD on the application of dustiness data for exposure assessment modelling, is under development.


	25	MSC23	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	28	32	Typo/apparent inconsistency: Add space: change "Section1.2.4..." to "Section 1.2.4..."
	yes 	Typo corrected
	26	MSC24	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry
1.2.3.1 Test methods for granulometry	1.2.3.1	28	32	A reference to the measurement of fibers is made i.e. "Table 2 in Section1.2.4 can be consulted for some methods to measure particles and fibres.". However, very little/no information on nano-fibres (according to the definition under "Glossary" [The term ”Nanomaterial" (page 9, line 53 to page 10, line 9)] is actually provided on pages 34-36  Section "1.2.4.2 Test methods for dustiness"
	No	The comment is not very clear especially in terms of the relevance of the updated nanomaterial definition. Some of the dustiness measurement methods are applicable also for fibres as indicated under the Dustiness section.

Furthermore, the OCDE is currently working on a new TG on dustiness testing of manufactured nanomaterials
(granular (Non-HARN) and High Aspect Ratio Nanomaterials (HARN)). This TG will be applicable for for powders containing spherical particles or fibres. 
	27	MSC25	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.4 Dustiness
1.2.4.2 Test methods for dustiness	1.2.4.2	34-36		This tests and Table 2 seem to unclearly deal with fibres: "friable products" are alluded to in Table 2, but apparently they are bulk products with a size of ≥500 nm. Could you please revise/clarify.
	yes	There was a typo, now corrected. The methods allow the measurements starting from 10 nm. 
	28	MSC26	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.4 Dustiness
1.2.4.2 Test methods for dustiness	1.2.4.2	34-36		We consider that a text information on fibres is not congruent with the text proposal for the "amending Annex XVII to Regulation (EC) No 1907/2006 of the European Parliament and of the Council concerning the Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH) as regards synthetic polymer microparticles". Presently, a cut-off for enforcement is proposed i.e. "0,3 µm for any dimension, for particles that have a length that is equal to or smaller than 15 mm and a length to diameter ratio greater than 3.". We consider that it is essential that the ECHA guidance document is congruent and supportive of the final restriction text for microplastics. Please assure to align.
	No	The comment is not very clear as there are no references to microplastics in the guidance. Section is advising on currently available methodology for measuring and characterizing the dustiness of bulk materials that contain or release nano-objects or submicrometer particles, under standard and reproducible conditions.



CARACAL comments
	ECHA classification of this document = "Public"			PEG comments : Guidance on information requirements and chemical safety assessment:
Appendix R7-1 for nanomaterials applicable to Chapter R7a Endpoint specific guidance


(Please use this format as it is in the interests of fast processing and consolidation of all comments) 				(Please do not add extra columns or change formatting)
	Comment No.	Source (Organisation / Member State country code)	Topic: Please give details of the Section & sub-section the comment relates to and the text being referred to.	Section/sub section Number ONLY	Page number (ONLY give 1st relevant page number as integer)	Line number (in pdf document; first relevant line number as integer only)	Comment

NOTES: (i) if proposing addition or deletion of text please give details of the preceding and following current text so it is clear where the revision is to be made; (ii) if the comment relates to several pages please list ALL pages or the range of pages [in this field, NOT in Column E].	Accepted Y/N	ECHA response to comment
	1	PT	Document History	Document history	5	version 4	Propose to add a new bullet "Update of Glossary section"
	Y	modified
	2	PT	Document History	Document history	5	version 4	Propose to harmonise the sub-bullet "Addition of sub-section for Section 1.2.2 Kow, with waivers and request for dispersion stability" to  "Addition of sub-section for Section 1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water, with waivers and dispersion stability"
	Y	modified
	3	PT	Document History	Document history	5	version 4	Propose to harmonise the sub-bullet "Addition of sub-section for alternative methods to Koc under section 1.2.5" to "Addition of sub-section for Section 1.2.5 Adsorption/Desorption with waivers and alternative methods to Koc"
	Y	modified
	16	DE CA	Preliminary remark	1.1 General remarks	11		The following remarks mostly address mammalian toxicity issues. It is understood that the focus of R7a is on environment. However, cross-refernce should be provided wherever the text provides guidance to phys-chem. endpoints which are also of HH concern.
	NA	Acknowledged where possible to amend without changing the meaning of the text
	4	PT	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 Sample prepartion of test material	1.1.2	12	39	Propose to delete the 2nd "i.e" leaving the sentece as "...is required, i.e. the original dispersion, i.e. as received..."
	Y	modified
	5	PT	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 Sample prepartion of test material	1.1.2	14	1	To better reading, propose to delete  "However, such" in the beginning of the sentence (and move the paragraph in lines 17-22 to line 1, i.e. move this paragraph to the beginning of the page).
	Y	modified
	6	PT	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 Sample prepartion of test material	1.1.2	14	13	Propose to correct "ISO 14887:2000"
	Y	modified
	7	PT	1.1 General remarks
1.1.2 Sample prepartion of test material	1.1.2	14	17	To better reading, move this paragraph to the beginning of the page, line 1.
	Y	modified
	17	DE CA	1.1 General remarks
1.1.3 General considerations for hate and (Eco)-Toxicological testing	1.1.3	14	34	Insert: "...is rapidly, increasingly, and finally completely present in…"
	Y	modified
	18	DE CA	1.1 General remarks
1.1.3 General considerations for hate and (Eco)-Toxicological testing	1.1.3	14	36	Unclear sentence, suggestion to re-phrase: "This could be the case for the metal ions released from the nanoform, where for which e.g. the metal salts (“ionic form”) are can be used as a positive control, compared to the nanoform."
	NA	This sentence was modified  to clarify the message following a previous comment. Further changes will therefore not be considered. 
	8	PT	1.1 General remarks
1.1.3 General considerations for hate and (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.3.1 Considerations of impurities and contaminants for (eco)toxicological testing	1.1.3.1	15	45	Propose to complete to "ISO 29701:2010"
	Y	modified
	19	DE CA	1.1 General remarks
1.1.3 General considerations for hate and (Eco)-Toxicological testing
1.1.3.1 Considerations of impurities and contaminants for (eco)toxicological testing	1.1.3.1	15	31	Suggestion to append: "Likewise, metal impurities of MWCNT may contribute to their inhalation toxicity in rodents (e.g. doi:10.3390/nano10020379; doi: 10.1186/s12989-020-00382-y)
	Y	modified
	9	PT	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	31	Propose to complete "ISO Technical Report (TR) 19057:2017"
	Y	modified
	20	DE CA	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	16	5 ff	For reasons of clarity and comprehensibility - to strictly separate the ecotoxicological solubility testing from the human toxicological area we propose to add the following sentence at the end of this section: "With respect to solublity testing that can inform human toxicity testing, information can be found in the EFSA guidance and/or ECHA Guidance for HH Endpoints." 
	Partially	Line 5 is the section 1st sentence hence, sentence added after line 7 of page 18 (last one, after Fig). Ref to EFSA is considered unecessary here and ref to ECHA guidance was replaced by the relevant section under HH part of this guidance (i.e., section 2.1.1.1).
	26	CEFIC	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.21	16	41	The duration of solubility studies should be set to 24 hours, longer tests will not improve significance and value of ecotoxicological testing design.
Water solubility is an equilibrium and the sample preparation may require more time to obtain this equilibrium which has nothing to do with the duration of the ecotox testing. A sample preparation of 5 days my be required to reach an equilibrium and when this is obtained then we can exposed daphnia, fish or algae to the relevant acute exposure period as an example. That would be in line also with te beginning of this paragraph where it is stated that (L35) "solubility measurement should be perforemd after at least 24hours equilibration". Same reasoning applied with L33 "based on test duration with a minimum of 24hours"
Suggestion is therefore "The duration of solubility should be set to 24hours by default, or up to equilibrium". 
	N	We understand you comment to be linked to the concept of 'solubility limit' i.e., demonstration of the maximum achievable solubilisation in time. However, one of the aims of the study, as described in this section of the guidance, is to determine the testing strategy for ENV endpoints. Therefore, as explained in now lines 41-43 of page 17 "The duration of solubility studies should be set to 24 hours, longer tests will not improve significance and value of ecotoxicological testing design". On this basis, we consider that 24h duration test is correct and propose to amend the referred paragraphs in order to improve guidance clarity, instead of accepting your suggestion.  
	10	PT	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	18	3	Editorial remark: The sentence lines 3-7 is not part of the figure 1 caption.
	N	it is meant to describe the graph hence, part of caption
	21	DE CA	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.2.1	18	figure 1	The subtitle for figure 1 is only true for ecotoxicological testing and not for human toxicology. We therefore propose to amend the wording to:  "Scheme of the testing required to fulfill Annex VII, Section 7.7 information requirement of nanoforms of a substance and their impact on testing strategies with respect to environmental fate and ecotoxicity." 
	Y	modified
	27	CEFIC	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility	1.21	18	Legend of Figure 1	"solubility limit ≤100 mg/L within 24 hour" should be replaced also here to "solubility limit ≤100 mg/L within 24 hour by default or up to equilibrium"
	NA	based on the consideration to your previous comment, your suggestion will not be implemented
	11	PT	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	19	14	For better reading, we propose to introduce a new paragraph strating the sentence "Nevertheless, OECD GD 318..."
	Y	modified
	22	DE CA	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	19	4ff	The separation of human toxicology from environmental toxicology should be made for reasons of clarity and transparency (see comment no. 5). We therefore propose to add the following wording at the end of the section: "With respect to dissolution rate testing that can inform human toxicity testing, information can be found in the EFSA guidance and/or ECHA Guidance for HH Endpoints." 
	partially	Line 4 was the section 1st sentence hence, sentence added after now line 36 of page 20 (last one). Ref to EFSA is considered unecessary here and ref to ECHA guidance was replaced by the relevant section under HH part of this guidance (i.e., section 2.1.1.1).
	12	PT	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.1 Water solubility
1.2.1.1 Dissolution rate	1.2.1.1	20	5	Wording remark: Propose to change "determine" to "calculate".
	Y	modified
	13	PT	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.2 Dispersion stability	1.2.2.2	22	27	We consider that the references are missing. Propose to complete to "OECD GD 342 [56]/TG 312 [77]". Please note that maybe renumbering is nedeed. 
	Y	added
	23	DE CA	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.2 Dispersion stability	1.2.2.2	22	5f	A note and referral should be added indicating that dispersion stability also informs toxicological testing, in particular in case of suspended particles (oral and dermal exposure, in vitro assays, etc.). We therefore propose to add the following wording at the end: "Results of dispersion stability testing can also inform human toxicity testing, in particular in case of suspended particles (oral and dermal exposure, in vitro assays, etc.)." 
In addition, it should be referred to the next chapter on dustiness which informs on the agglomeration behaviour of aerosolised particles relevant for testing inhalation toxicity. However, it might be worth adding the following sentence in this section: "Information from dustiness testing can inform inhalation toxicity testing on the agglomeration beahviour of the aerosolised particles."
	NA	Not applicable under dispersion stability or Dustiness. It is too late in the process of Guidance update and Dustiness GD is still under development
	14	PT	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.2 Partition coefficient n-octanol/water
1.2.2.2 Dispersion stability	1.2.2.2	23	28	Editorial remark: The sentence lines 28-29 is not part of the figure 3 caption.
	NA	it is meant to describe the graph hence, part of caption
	24	DE CA	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.3 Granulometry	1.2.3	25	10 f	To avoid misunderstandings, it should be stressed that the particle generation for inhalation toxicity testing strives to achieve a very small MMAD to ensure exposure of the complete respiratory tract. However, dustiness data may nevertheless provide useful information on the agglomeration and re-agglomeration behaviour of air-borne nanoparticles in test atmospheres.
	N	Although MMAD measurement provides important infomation for inhalation toxicity testing, the guidance in hand is primarly advising on fulfilling information requirement under REACH Annex VII section 7.14 "Granulometry". The specificities of inhalation toxicity testing are described in other guidance documents and ultimately the registrant fulfilling information requirement related to inhalation toxicity will need to describe the sample preparation and testing conditions in the context of the study summary reporting the resulsts of the inhalation toxicity study.
	25	DE CA	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.4 Dustiness
1.2.4.1 Type of property	1.2.4.1	31	50 f	The wording "...help users of the products to choose products..."  should be amended. It should be clarified that this statement will not cover consumers when choosing and using products that contain nanoforms of substances. Maybe "users" should be replaced by "regsitrants" to clearer address, which actor is meant here. 
	NA	Not applicable. The wording “users” is appropriate as knowledge of dustiness can help users 
minimising possible exposure (e.g. by improving technical prevention approaches), which holds true for worker, consumer and the general public exposure. The suggested amendment would change the meaning of this general statement and hence is not accepted. 
	15	PT	1.2 Specific advice for endpoints
1.2.4 Dustiness
1.2.4.2 Test methods for dustiness	1.2.4.2	33	Table 2	Propose to identify "MMAD" as Mass Median Aerodynamic Diameter  in Table 2 or in the Glossary.
	Y	text is pasted in table 2


